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THE WALKERS' ET MOVE FANTASTIC HAIR OFFER!

TOP JEANS
FOR
TOP TEENS

What's the jean

that's stealing the scene? Lybro! What's the casual
wear with the off-beat flair? Lybro again! Lybro's
slim, snappy styling does something for a boy and a girl. You'll dig why when you slip into these
smooth, snug, trim-fitting jeans and
see those way-out, with-it colours!
Specially designed for the trend-setting
teens by lively young Liverpool talent!
That's why you find Lybro in the hottest
spots around. Where there's life, there's Lybro I
So look out -for Lybro.

100

live modern with ybro of Liverpool!
FREE BROCHURE Iwant to get swinging
IwIth the lively Lybro set! Rush me your free
Ibrochure on Lybro Jeans, slacks and casuals.
NAME
ADDRESS
_
/•

(8,orI
LVEIRO Of LIVERPOOL.
MOUNT VERNON,
LIVERPOOL, 7.
Telophen• ROY•I OW.
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Caught the rave wave yet, fans?
It's the big new news sweeping the
country—that THE magazine that
leads in way-out ideas and features is
RAVE.
America,
Australia,
Germany,
Japan, Holland, Sweden, France,
Italy. It's some wave we've started.
But the good thing about it is, that
though RAVE tells you all about
what's happening everywhere in the
world, it's mostly about what's happening in England. What's happening
in your world.
So thinking about it, that makes you
famous!
Till next month, stay raving, fans!

Tke
RAVE,
TOWER HOUSE,
SOUTHAMPTON
STREET,
LONDON,
W.C.2.
TEM 4363
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• The Yardbirds
have always tried to present
something fresh for their fans. On
their last tour with the Manfreds they
introduced sketches and satire provided by
groups like the Scaffold, and brought in film
clips. They like to give the fans who have been
saturated with 'and now we'd like to do our new
record' something new.
"You can't stand still in this business," explained Jeff.
"You've got to be ahead of the times. We're convinced
that people are tired of seeing the same old stage presentations. We're working on acompletely new idea now which
will take things along at afaster pace. No announcements
or breaks in the numbers. For example, 'Heart Full Of
Soul' would run straight into 'Still I'm Sad' with just a
few words said over the intro. We want to cut an
L.P. the same way—no tracks—one continuous
album. We're working on a symphonic
arrangement along those lines and
really hope to bring out an album
that will make every pop-conscious
fan sit up and take notice."

• The Yardbirds are an exciting group
with exciting new ideas.
Their latest experiment is the complete disruption of the group for individual purpose. All the Yardbirds are to
attempt solo records beginning with
Keith Relf who has already recorded a
Bob Lind composition, "Mr. Zero" with
an orchestral backing. Sam has aJackie
De Shannon composition which he
wishes to record and Jeff Beck aguitar
instrumental. Chris Dreja and Jim
McCarty are both working on acomedy
routine.

RAVE's
' Mike Grant
meets up with
the Yardbirds to
find out what's happening
for
Yardbird
people in the next few months

/final
Imal
In an attempt to get
away from the conventional Idecided to defy
death by taking a lift in
Sam's Lotus sports car to
Streatham where the boys were
playing that night. There was also
the added incentive of having Sam's
attractive permanent asset—R.S.G.'s
Rosemary Simon sitting in my lap—two
seater doncha know!
They collected agood crowd of over a
thousand at the hall and afterwards Iwent
backstage to speak to Keith about his birdseye view of the future.
"One thing is certain, and that is the beat
scene has reached saturation point for
groups," said Keith. "You've got to keep producing new sounds to keep in the running.
"I can see the whole thing collapsing and
new solo emerging rather like Presley did te'
years ago. Someone like Proby only stronge'
The enthusiasm for beat-groups is dying here
Take the old Trad days when people went tc
listen to Barber and Ken Colyer. Young peopre
were generally intelligent and interested in the
music. They sorted through the old record
shops looking for antique jazz discs—they
knew about Bunk Johnson, Kid Ory and the
sources of their music. It was the same to
begin with in the early R&Bperiod but then
along came the clowns with top hats and
'I Love Acker' slapped all over them. It
ruined agood scene."
At that point two fans came into
the dressing-room and insisted on
being kissed by the group members. Keith obliged with acertain
clinical precision and his wife
April smiled indulgently
from her corner seat—
it was all in the nature
4neninn thine.*

Sexciting

uper-pop and images in sound are two oth er
futuristic ideas being developed by
the Yardbirds.
The Yardbirds are one of the few groups to
realise that in this fickle game of pop music those
who rest on their laurels are the first to fade. They
broke on to the beat scene last year as essentially
arhythm and blues group but their experiments in
sound since those early days have pushed them
to the forefront of those trying something new.
The master-mind behind many of these future
plans is bass guitarist Paul Samwell-Smith who
joined me at manager Giorgio Gomelsky's flat
where I
was watching the only TV. set inKensington
with double vision.
"It's one of my favourites—Spencer Tracy,"
hissed Giorgio, so Sam and Iretired to another
room to talk of beat '66.
"I've never been afanatically R B fan," said
Paul. "I liked afew Jimmy Reed numbers, which
Istill do, but there it stopped. Ithink we've now
developed original sounds and harmonies of our
own to keep pace with changing trends and that
makes me very happy.
"We were one of the first groups to introduce
the sitar and harpsichord into our discs and now
I'm very taken with the idea of experimenting with
electronic sounds and tapes. The type of ideas
which John Lennon is interested in. You produce
the required noises and sounds by loops—making
your own music by electricity. Although Istill j
regard us as musicians rather than electricians."

•
.
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• Keith, the third and latest
Yardbird to be married, has
been so busy working on
the Continent that he and
his wife, April, haven't had
time to furnish their new
home properly yet. At
present their flat has just
the bare essentials, such as
a bed, a cooker, chairs, a
telephone and a television.
But, the way things are,
including a 10-day visit to
Scotland there won't be
much time for shopping.

Vardbird fans must be some of the most ove r- ent
hus iastic fans in th
country.
"I've bought all your records," said one slightly over-enthusiastic
youth pushing his way into the Yardbirds' dressing-room at Streatham.
"Did you buy 'Do the Dog?' asked Chris purposefully.
"Oh yes," he gushed.
"That's funny, we haven't recorded it," said Chris.
Keith was giving one of the idolising young ladies instructions on where she could obtain material from which his
trousers were made and Jeff Beck was making earnest
enquiries on how he could get out the back way. The
manager showed him down aflight of steps and tried
to prise a key from a glass case which locked the
emergency doors. He failed and solved the
problem somewhat physically by removing his
shoe and shattering the glass with a blow.
Before he left an American journalist
asked Jeff to answer a final question in
one word.
"What do you think of Keith's decision
to record asolo folk disc?"
Jeff scratched his head and finally
came up with "Good" before disappearing.
Chris observed that America
was agood scene for them now.
"They tell us that all the
hippies and intellectuals
ere listening to our
discs
instead of
Dylan's now," said
Chris.
"That American reporter
says that
our discs
make them
think —
that's
good."
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Stand by as RAVE clicks into top
gear and brings you last clothes.
Racey clothes. Clothes for RAVE
girls on the move.
Today's fashion-minded girls are
speed conscious. RAVE chose these
fast outfits because they're go-anywhere outfits which still look great
when they get there!
We sped down to London AirPOrt,
that's where the action takes place
at top speed. And this is the action
as we bring you clothes RAVE style,
to put you right in with the Jet Set!
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Take-off for summer
'66 with a go-anywhere
suit. It's available from
Biba's Postal Boutique,
Kensington Church
Street, London, W.8.,
costs 5gns. The shoes
for fashion girls with
their feet firmly on the
ground are by Medway,
95s.
Jet-propelled
Vanguard (far left) by
B.E.A. costs £800,000.

ia nes-1 "an type)
Which
outfit he preferred,
He chose our
Jet
ill in this two_
Piece
cotton.
By
U
.
Neatawear ,topi s
s, lid., trousers are
9s.
lid• Racy white
sh
Shoes
by Lotus, 5gns
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Jet Set girls are girls
with a difference, who
wear clothes that are
different. You can get
this denim trouser suit
(left)
by
post from
Generation
Boutique,
Tallyho Corner, Finchley, N.12. But don't forget to include£715s. 6d.,
plus 3s. for postage.
Suede
bootees
by
Lennard, 49s. 11d.

Jet Set girls like to get
away for summer. So
get away in this sporty
trouser-suit in grey cotton
herringbone
by
Marlborough. It wears
well, it packs well. It
looks
terrific!
Price
£7 19s. 6d. Lennard
make the navy and white
shoes, they cost just
49s. 11d.

%du,
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EMERGENCY EXIT

Marlborough
make
this racy striped suit
with the big lapels, just
right for a fast day in
town or a quiet day in
the country (if Jet Set
girls have quiet days).
It costs Elf gns. and
comes in beige and navy
or turquoise and navy.
Either way it's awinner!

0110111Willig

•Jet Set girls are plane
girls but not plain girls.
That's why Jet Set girls
go for clothes that look
good. Like this madras
and white cotton twopiece by Marlborough.
See the sleek lines, the
clean cut. It costs
134. gns. Navy and white
striped shoes are by
Lennard and they cost
49s. 11d.

Jet Set girls believe in
blue skies, but this white
PVC elephant hide suit is
great for a rainy day as
well! It's both glamorous
and waterproof! Lewis Separates make it and it costs
7 gns. Racy black patent
shoes and bag by Medway
Bagargerie cost 95s. and
59s. 11d. B.E.A. Trident as
an additional extra would
cost you £1,000,000.

Get Jet Jeans

15

AND WIN THIS MG11 -111

in the Jet Jeans annual _.
--(PLUS A14-DAY CONTINENTAL
running costs
'sports car of the year' competition 's-- 11 0LIDAYFORTWO
:.150 toe.ards

What a thrill to take the wheel of this gleaming
beauty! Unleash the power of this latest MGB GT —
the sports car of the year. Tanked up and eager to
whisk you into the sunshine and splendour of Europe's
most spectacular scenery—with all expenses paid.
See Switzerland, Italy, France. A Journey into
excitement to remember all your life! The ten
runners-up to this fantastic first prize will each
receive a smart transistor radio or a £10 clothing
voucher. And there are 50 consolation prizes of either
£1 or a pair of Jet, Britain's greatest jeans. Hurry!
Get your Jet Jeans and Entry Form today.

COMPETITION CLOSES 31st OCT.1966

Here's all you do to win I
Slip across to your local store for a pair of Jet Jeans and your tree
competition entry form. Listed below are ten of the reasons that make
Jet Britain's greatest Jeans. Read these and the ten advertising slogans
through carefully, and simply place the slogans in the order you consider
will appeal most to teenagers. Then write an advertising slogan of your
own. Don't delay, try your
yo
skill today. And remember, someWe has to
win that fabulous that prize. Get cracking now-and lots of luck from Jet.

20 SUPER SUM STYLES
SLICK WESTERN CUT

TWO HIP POCKETS
PERFECT FIT

TRIPLE STITCHED FOR STRENGTH

INEXPENSIVE

EASY TO WASH

SANFORIZED SHRUNK

TWO FRONT POCKETS

FULLY GUARANTEED

advertising slogans

• GET WITH IT —GET JET II IT'S A JET-JEAN AGE • THE
GREATEST JET AGE JEANS • THE JEANS THAT ARE
WORTH EVERY PENNY II JET JEANS FEEL RIGHT III THE
JEANS WITH THE MOST U PERFECT FOR JEAN-AGERS
• AS TOUGH AS THEY COME
II KEEP IN THE SWING
WITH JET JEANS I THE PERFECT JEAN-AGE JEANS
Hurry! Get your Jet Jeans and Entry Form today!
WILLIAM SUGDEN & SONS LIMITED
Water Lane Mills, Cleckheaton, Yorkshire
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THE

OF FAME
Alan Price gave up fame when he quit the Animals
last year. But now he's back, into the Hit Parade with
the Alan Price Set. RAVE girl Dodo met him ...

E

xactly ayear ago, almost to this day,
the big shock of the pop world was
that organist Alan Price was leaving
the Animals. The Animals being one of
the top groups in the country, it was hard
to understand. But Alan had his reasons.
He hated flying. The thought of getting
on aplane was just too much for him, it
made him sick. And the Animals then
and now, must be one of the most on-themove-around-the-world groups there arc.
So he left, and today, Alan and his own
group, the Alan Price Set, don't fly anywhere, except into the Hit Parade. And
"I Put A Spell On You", Alan's second
release since he left the Animals, is the
disc that's taken him there.
Not Disappointed

are great mates of mine—I even live in
the same London hotel as Chas."
Alan didn't think he lost anything by
leaving the Animals, either musically or
financially, in fact he's still receiving
royalties from Animals' records to this
day!
"When Istarted out with the Animals,
it was the time of hysteria, the Stones and
Beatles. Then came the different hysteria
with the Who, all the time something else
was wanted. Ithink the Animals today
have become much more sophisticated.
'Baby Let Me Take You Home' was areal
rocker, then 'House Of The Rising Sun'
was the big thing. We were on avery hard
kick. Song with messages," he laughed.
"With the Animals it was hard to get
appreciation at first, for the fans couldn't
identify themselves with the music, unlike
the Stones and Beatles songs. And, at the
time the group had avery strong policy
which they stuck to, they would never
record anyone else's numbers."

Changed Ideas
Alan has changed his ideas since then,
as his hit "I Put A Spell On You" was
originally done by Screamin' Jay Hawkins,
and then made more well-known by Nina
Simone.
"At first Ithought it would be ahit,
but of course, being so closely involved
you begin to wonder after awhile. You
start thinking it isn't so good after all.
Then only at odd times did Ithink it
would be ahit. It's abit of extravaganza
really!"
Never has the whole of the pop world
been more delighted when Alan's record
made it, for he's one of those people
whom everyone genuinely admires, and
want to see become successful. lie's avery
popular and friendly person.
Late at night in aclub, you can see him
talking with members of different groups,

"I wasn't at all disappointed when my
first record 'Any Day Now', didn't get
in the Charts. Ijust wanted to get my
name about. Make myself known all over
again. Do you know," he said counting
on his fingers, "it was eight months ago
Ireleased that record!"
Although his first record didn't sell, he
did get a couple of TV. spots. "The
annoying thing is," Alan said, "TV. programmes won't touch you unless your
record is in the Charts. But how can it get
in the Charts if it doesn't get the TV.
plugs? It's avicious circle. Of course they •
all want me now that this one is in !"
There was no bitterness when Alan left
the Animals. They are still great friends.
He confided, "I miss playing with Eric. I
knew Dave Rowberry back in Newcastle,
know the new drummer Barry Jenkins
quite well, and of course Hilton and Chas
"I appeal to younger audiences."

17
There are lots of people like Alan.
People to whom music isn't just away or
means of earning good money, but away
of life. Even if Alan became afilm star or
something, you'd probably find him every
night singing and playing in adub, just
for the sheer joy and pleasure of it. And it
wouldn't matter what time of day it was.
If he feels like it he just has to sing. Eric
Burdon, Georgic Fame, Zoot Money,
Chris Farlowe, they're all like this too.
And now, with ahit record, it's almost
back to the Animals' routine of rushing
off to interviews, photo sessions, TV. and
radio bookings, and the diary becomes
filled with dates to play all over the
country.

Big Headache

Rave girl Dodo and Alan. Dodo thinks he talks too fast I
Pickett. There's six in the group, including myself. I'm on organ and vocals, Roy
Mills is on drums, Steve Gregory on tenor
sax, Boots Slade on bass guitar, John
Walters on trumpet and Clive Burrows
on sax. Now we've settled down we get a
great sound.
"When Iwas with the Animals, we were
dependent on one another. We couldn't
make any private decisions. Everything
was organised for the group as awhole.
But now, this group being my own, I
make all the decisions. Talks are now on
for work in America, and, if it goes
through, we'll be going .. .by boat !"
A Film Star?

"Couldn't be independent with
the Animals."
or getting up and singing on stage. He
seems avery happy and contented person,
and his hit has just about rounded it off
for him.
Alan finds that his group appeals to the
club, University, and now the younger
type of audiences. "The band is really
organised now and we feel we can put in
numbers by Stevie Wonder and Wilson

Alan feels that hé won't go on forever
in agroup. "I'd like to go into films. Don't
really know what as, perhaps score writing
or acting. Still, Ican't act, and nobody
could understand aGeordie accent, could
they? We talk too fast," he added at
supersonic speed, and Ihad to agree!
"It's just another medium. But whatever
happens, I'll always play music" he said
emphatically. "Not like some groups that
rest up, not doing anything for weeks and
weeks on end, and then go into recording
studios to do another disc. I'm one of
those people who must work all the time."

"The next big headache is the next
single," Alan said. "I've got an L.P.
planned, but Ican't really start on it until
Iget that follow-up done."
What would happen Isaid, if the group
became world popular and had to travel
all over the world. "We'd go—but by
boat every time," he replied positively.
It's obvious now that Alan Price didn't
lose athing by leaving the Animals when
they were atop group. Admittedly it's
taken acouple of records to get him back
in the limelight, but now he's much
happier and contented. He's the boss
making decisions for the group and he
likes it much better that way. He's playing
the music he wants to play, and that's all •
Alan wants. The price of fame for Alan
Price was fortunately very small.
DODO

10

ZOWIE!! Batman has swooped down on America—
and is rapidly crossing the Atlantic at supersonic
speed! A brand-new hero is emerging on the scene.
James Bond beware!! Barn!! Pow!!

ITS INC

Episode One

• SOK! Batman in eve yshape and form
has knocked America or six. And now,
after the re-showing of cliff-hanging, fourand-a-half-hour epics in London, with
people queuing for miles to get in he
looks like doing the same thing here.
(ZOWIE!!) In fact, it looks like all the old
Super Heroes are back—even dear old
Superman!
Batman and his sidekick Robin are
definitely THE biggest new vogue for quite
a while, and believe it or not, they first
started zooming across cinema screens
in the 1930's and 40's. Stateside, anything
to do with bats, capes and Batman is 'IN'.
Girls go for a Bat Cut hairstyle, a short

cut with points coming down on the face.
Children romp around in mini Bat suits,
bats are fast becoming the 'IN' pets. Cars
become Batmobiles. Batman parties are
the new rage. A TV series with modern
day Batman and Robin has one of the
largest viewing audiences ever, where
words like Kapow!, Wham!, Zonk!, Barn!,
Pow! flash across the screen.
At first, the revival of supersonic
Batman was regarded in the States with
amusement. Nobody was quite sure
whether to laugh with it or at it. It's really
very corny and everyone knows that
Batman and Robin will come out the
victors in the end. But perhaps that's
half the fun of it. The impossible situa-

tions that just nobo y uman could
get out of, are child's play for this daring
twosome.
Love and romance just don't come into
it—definitely not on the lines of James
Bond, and of course running for fourand-a-half hours means that you could
quite easily leave the cinema for a meal,
and come back without having lost the
thread of the story!
Batman comics are still big sellers, and
now Batman songs of every description
are big U.S. record sellers, especially by
Jan & Dean, The Marketts and Neal Hefti,
who wrote the original theme tune for the
TV series. They could do well here when
the TV series starts up in the next few
months on A.T.V., starring Adam West
as Batman and Burt Ward as Robin.
Batman, of course, is the cover name
of a millionaire playboy, Bruce Wayne.
After witnessing the death of his parents
in a hold-up, he swore to devote his life
and resources to war against crime. He
adopted the Batman name and costume
to protect his real identity and to strike
terror into criminals' hearts! Robin—
otherwise known as The Boy Wonder or
Teenage Thunderbolt—is really the teenThe Batmobile—complete with Batwings and Batmask radiator, the
eyes of which are headlamps!

19

Adam West without Mask

age ward of Bruce Wayne, and lives with
Bruce in his palatial mansion! (where
else?) and his name is Dick Grayson.
Dick was orphaned at an early age when
both his circus-performer parents fell
from a trapeze!
Well, with such a background to our
two heroes, it's not really surprising how
far-fetched these epics are!
It you haven't caught the old Batman
epics yet, don't worry. In the next few
months Batman and Robin will be zooming around to cinemas in Wigan, Jarrow,
Coventry, Newcastle, Worcester, Gateshead, Leeds, Manchester, Sheffield, Glasgow, Inverness, Edinburgh, Dunfermline,
Paisley and Birmingham.
And then you will have the thrill of
seeing Batman and Robin about to be
dropped by villain Mr. Freeze into agigantic deep freeze, and the screen erupt with
"Will Batman and Robin be turned into
Batcubes?” "Can Batman succeed over
the wicked Mr. Freeze?" "Will this be the
end of our two heroes?"
There is only one answer, of course not.
The show is doing too well!
Batman and Robin—but only as their
enemies see them!

• Underneath his mask, the new Batman
turns out to be really quite araveable guy,
six feet two inches tall, with fabulous
green eyes and the body of an athlete!
All this adds up to Adam West. In fact,
he should already be quite afamiliar face,
as he's been in just about every TV. series
you care to mention, including "The
Detectives", "Perry Mason", "Bonanza",
"Cheyenne".
But, in "Batman", he's the star.
Handsome Adam, when you come to
think about it, is ideal for the starring role.
Batman has, you know, to fly through the
air, to do all sorts of energetic and tough
things, battling his way through impossible situations. The part needs someone
really physically fit. Well, Adam himself
goes in for thrilling kinds of sports like
surfing, skin-diving and racing motorcycles along the freeways of Southern
California—all with their own element of
danger. This young actor was born on a

ranch in the Blue Mountains near Walla
Walla, Washington, and grew up with a
fondness for physical activity. So keeping
fit to Adam is anormal everyday thing.
Getting your own TV. series, as Adam
has done, is great enough, but when it
becomes abig craze and rave, it leads to
the really big stardom almost overnight.
Yet as with most big TV. stars it hasn't
always been so easy going for Adam
West. His list of former jobs is very varied
ranging from singer, cowboy, milkman to
truckdriver!
But like alot of stars surrounded by the
hullabaloo of fame, when he's not filming,
Adam likes to keep his personal life very
private—hiding away in a remote Mediterranean-style villa on the Pacific beach
near Malibu.
Adam can also soon be seen in two
films made last year, "The Outlaw Is
Coming," a comedy, and "Mara Of The
Wilderness," and outdoor action film.

Episode Three
Burt Ward, the actor who plays 15 year
old Robin in the series, is actually 20 years
old, but his great athletic ability, slender
build and clean-cut appearance made him a
natural choice for the part. Obviously
physical ability plays a great part in the
series. Burt is a sporty type, but he goes
more for riding, hunting and fishing.
While the two stars have been shooting
the film together they have become firm
friends. Burt has become asort of younger
brother to Adam, Adam being the guiding
hand in Burt's acting career, and Burt also
favours Malibu as a get-away place. Ask
Burt who his favourite actor is and he'll
tell you Adam West—well, Batman's bigger
than Robin)
Although Burl's first ambition was to
be alawyer, he now plans to continue in
the acting profession, after this first successful step on the ladder to fame in
"Batman". After all, he only applied,
hoping for abit part, and landed up with a
starring role!
• ••

Episode Four

Anyone—fresh from seeing the Batman Film — knows that Batman and
Robin
regularly face death and
disaster. But escape both with brilliant
bat magic i.e. batmanship.
So, for any girl facing a fate worse
than (death) what about a bit of batgirlship ? For how .. .read on!

• What a great place Spain is. Already
one week of fabulous sunshine, swimming
and dancing. Still you must stay in one
night.
All of a sudden, there's a loud knock
on the door. You look out of the window
and see a young Spanisn-looking fellow
at the door, with a car parked outside.
Could have broken down. Warily, you open
the door. He smiles and starts jabbering
in Spanish, something about atelephone.
Oh, he wants to use atelephone, maybe.
You'd better let him use it, it might be an
emergency. Showing him where the phone
is, you notice he's busy looking round the
place. He dials, but doesn't speak to anyone, and puts the phone down. He then
sits down and starts shooting off in
Spanish, surely he realises you can't
understand a word he's saying. By the
way he's acting, looks as though he's been
drinking. Better get him out right away
just to be safe and not sorry. He won't go
though. Use the words Police enough
times and he'll get the message, but it
doesn't seem to work somehow. Why did
you let a stranger in when you were all
alone, in a strange country and not even
being able to speak the language? Fool!
He seems pleased that you're getting
flustered and nervy, he's even laughing at
you! you've just got to get him out, but
how?

• Your blind date of the evening turns out
to be awolf. Well, you wondered why he
couldn't find a date. Your girlfriend and
her boy left the club hours ago, but he
insists on having one more drink, just one
more smoothy dance. You insist it's time
to go, and, surprisingly, he agrees. The
drive home in his open car will cool him
off you think, but it just seems to go to his
head. He's persuasive, anyway.
As you can guess, he doesn't head for
home—it's to the woods! He's not even a
subtle wolf! He stops the car in a remote
spot, home seems the other end of the
world. He won't listen to your demands to
take you straight there. Instead, he turns
the ignition key, the engine stops, the
headlights go off. What next?

• What amarvellousiob! (You're reading
the evening paper ads.) You were a bit
bored and had thought of moving to anew
office, anyway. You phone for an interview
—the boss sounds anice man.
You're on time. Well, you always make
an effort at an interview. A pretty girl
leaves the boss's office rather red-faced
and flustered and in a hurry. Oh, the shy
type. You used to be like that once. Now
it's your turn. In you go. The friendly
voice turns out to be afriendly man.
He's impressed by your appearance,
you can tell the way he's looking you up
and down. "Didn't like the girl that just
came in, wasn't good-looking like you!"
You're flattered. Still, surely looks aren't
everything? You notice he doesn't ask
much about how fast you can type or do
shorthand. Seems to be more interested
in you, personally.
"Would you like adrink dear?" he asks.
You don't a lot, but, still, just one to be
sociable. You smile at him, and nod feeling very nervous. The second drink goes
the same way.
"You look warm, dear. Take your jacket
off!" he says politely but it sounds like
an order. He gets up, walks behind you
and you hear a click. Sounds as though
he's locked the door! He talks on. Yo u
ask: "How many people work here?"
"Oh, it's just me", he replies rather slyly.
"No-one else. That's why Ineed a personal assistant, darling."
Suddenly, the warning bell rings—too
late!—as he gets up, comes towards yo u
and, well—how do you get out of this one?

WHAT A NORMAL GIRL WOULD
DO ...Well, she'd scream out "Help!"
"Police!""Murder!" and the wolf would
know, having planned it that way, that there
would be nobody around to hear. Only agirl
with long nails and the ability to claw would
probably change his mind, or perhaps a
strong right punch. She would have only
afifty) fifty chance of surviving.

DO
.More than likely she would leave
the villa to go out and find help, someone
who could speak English. But, she might
return to find the place had been ransacked!
If you try to remove him bodily you might
find he's the violent Latin type and get the
worst of it

DO ...First words would probably be
"I'm sorry Ithink you've got the wrong
impression!" Regardless, astruggle would
follow. You pick up an ashtray and throw it.
He's a bit stunned. The phone rings and,
suddenly, you both stop. He lets it ring on ,
You make arush for it, but he rips out the
wire. The cat-and-mouse game can go on
until one gives way. Who will?

WHAT BAT GIRL WOULD DO...
A Bat Girl? Well, she would have summed
up the situation and had a plan of action
ready. A secret button under the collar of
her cape sends out high voltage electricity.
The wolf puts his arm around her, and, as
suddenly, shoots ten feet in the air.
Bat Girl just slides across to the driver's
seat, starts the car and drives off.
But, to tell the truth, as all wolves work
to awell-worn plan, aBat Girl just wouldn't
have been around in the first place.

DO ...Bat Girl wouldn't have let him
in, but if she did find herself in this
predicament her action would be swift.
Just by pressing a switch under the table,
sets off atape recorder in another room of
loads of people talking. Thinking there are
other people around would soon get rid
of him. Or maybe she would use the ejector
seat plan, by opening the front door, setting
the ejector in the right direction and sending
him sailing out the front door! Even Bat
Girl on the move goes prepared.

DO
.Bat Girl, leaving her cape on th e
chair outside, isn't lost. She reaches in her
purse, pulls out her Static Ray Gun an d
shoots! Mr. Boss freezes, arms outstretched
in her direction, his glassy eyes not blinking.
He'll stay that way for the next six hours
she thinks gratefully, and then, as an
afterthought writes him alittle note.
"I'm sorry, but this job didn't offer nie
quite what Iwanted. Ishould have know n.
Drinks aren't used as bail, anyway, when
it's ajob at the end of the line!"
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Raver Jackie Harlow is here with
all the latest Stateside pop news .. .

Barry Sadler — latest U.S. rave

• It's certainly all happening in New York
fashionwisel For there's amarvellous new
process here, which, when applied to the
fabric of chameleon, makes it change
colour! All the groups are going quite mad
over it, especially those who wear casual
outfits for stage. When they get sick of the
original colour, all they do is spray it with
the process, and the garment becomes
bright lime, purple, bronze, sky blue pink
or what have you.
The process, which isn't adye, is based
on aform of lemon juice.
• Talking of fabrics and fashions, especially now that the summer •
is a'comin',
we'll all be jumping at various discotheques out on Long Island and other hip
shore scenes. The Holiday Boutique,
which is amarvellous dress shop housed
in a smart hairdressers', has invented a
shift slip, which is straight, short and on
shoe-string straps.
Originally, the slip was designed to go
under different floating shifts in sheer
dacron, the idea being that if you have
enough of them In different colours, you
can change the whole appearance of the
dress. For instance, if you were to wear
cyclamen under orange you'd get scarlet,
but then you could change the slip (which
is soft silk), to navy, grey, black, white,
green, and all other colours, and your
dress would look like a new outfit. The
outer dresses come mostly in vivid prints,
but some are in plain colours too.
Such has been the success of this
super new idea, that the boutique is now

You always look happy! Isuppose it's because
you're anurse—and don't get bored the way Ido!
But Idon't have the G.C.E.
Besides, Ineed my
pay packet!
Forget the G.C.E.'s — not
required. And you'd have a
good allowance during training.
Once you qualify, you'll make
more than you do now.

r.

How about the long hours and
discipline?
A42-hour week isn't 'long' âit?
The training is mainly practical,
with just ordinary rules like any job.
And/ get 5weeks paid holiday every
year —even in training, you'd have
weeks paid holiday!

adding lace to the slips, producing them
in prints and selling them as dresses.
And they only cost $5 (about £2). The
dress sells for $25 (about ES). And the
whole thing is so cool!
And back to what else is happening
over here. Course, we always get excited
at the thought of top British groups coming in for their annual, and sometimes,
twice-yearly tours, so naturally we're
looking forward to seeing the Beatles back
in August. They will be preceded by
Herman's Hermits and The Animals
(July), and Freddie and the Dreamers who
come in the same month. Dave Clark will
open his June tour out on Long Island,
and be here for six weeks.
• We have avery much talked about, controversial soldier here, by the name of
Barry Sadler. With all the hoo-ha, he's
decided to go country, and after the tremendous success of "Ballad of the Green
Berets", he's chosen to go in the right
direction. Barry will also be going into the
movies pretty soon, and he's already
slated to appear in the John Wayne
production of the Green Berets . . .
For the movie of their life story, which
recently completed shooting, Sonny Bono
had to learn how to ride amule and tame
a lion. There's a new scene out in
California, where you go surfing on the
sand instead of in the sea ...Mitch
Ryder and the Detroit Wheels are coming
your way soon, and so are The Young
Rascals. Watch out for them ...

Bored? Never! It's fascinating.
You should become aState Enrolled Nurse, too.

Is it really possible?
Could lb. an S.E.N.?
Well, you're 18 and healthy and
have common sense. That's really
what it takes. The 2-year training
makes all the difference. Being an
S.E.N. is awonderful life.

NURSING

SURELY THE MOST
REWARDING JOB IN THE WORLD

If you'd like to know more about the fascinating world of
State Enrolled Nurses, just nil in and poet the coupon.
To: The Chief Nursing Officer, The Ministry of Health,
P.O. 8os 244, London, S.W.I.
(In Scotland, write to: The Chief Nursing Offker,
St. Andrew's House, Edinburgh I.)
NAME

(Miss or Mrs.)

ADDRESS
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Mike Grant, Special Agent, gets a
secret mission from the No.1 at H.Q.
in Southampton Street. (That's the
Editor, see?). "Get an exclusive
story on UNCLE man David McCallum for all his millions of RAVE fans
— or else." Two days later Mike
Grant, Special Agent returns. Mission completed. RAVE is proud to
say Mike Grant has done it again.

I

UNCLE!

Ilya Kuryakin and Minister of Labour, Ray
Gunter, both apparently engrossed in the
workings of asmall gold watch within the
confines of an oak-panelled room at the BBC
Lime Grove studios, were an unlikely if not
suspicious combination which Icame upon
some few weeks ago.
For one magnificent moment Ithought the
Labour Party had called upon the services of
the Man from Uncle in some top secret
political manoeuvre, but press officer Neville
Wareham assured me they were only gagging
it up for aphotographer prior to an appearance
on "24 Hours."
For ashort while Iwatched David closely
to see really how much of Illya Kuryakin
there was in him. His first three actions were,
to say the least, uncharacteristic of the smooth
Uncle operative. He refused adrink, acigarette and the opportunity to be made up before
appearing before the cameras.
"I don't make up," said David emphatically,

and noted there was no trace of a foreign
accent either Russian or Scomsh. "They may
think I'm ola and baggy but that's bec ause I
am old and baggy—sorry!"
David is in fact avery young looking thirtythree and his active role in Uncle keeps him
very fit. He has been married to his actresswife Jill Ircland now for ten years and they
have three children. His manner was self-confident and charming—he signed innumerable
photographs for some BBC executives without any sign of annoyance and spoke wittily
and intelligently.
By way of introduction Imentioned that I
had that afternoon been talking to an acquaintance of David's who had asked to be
remembered to him. While touring in the U.S.
Herman had met and talked to David for some
length on the MGM set where both his film
and the Uncle series were being shot.
In his early career David's film roles rarely
cast him in the mould of ateenage idol typ .
c
which he has subsequently become to millions
of Unck. addicts. In twelve years of acting
these were his first big parts: He was the
mixed -up kid brother opposite the late
Belinda Lee in "The Secret Place." Stanley
Baker's crippled brother in the "Hell Drivers.'
In "Violent Playground" he terrorised agroup
of school children with ashot-gun. He was
the cowardly soldier in "The Long, Th e
Short and The Tall" and the weak but wellintentioned officer in "Billy Budd." How then
did he suddenly sec himself as ahero type in

23
aTV. series?
"Well, first of all Illya is not ahero," said
David. "Illya is the original anti-hero. I
played him that way from the beginning.
Illya never gets the girl and seldom the credit
for his bravery. He is anegative—a dead-pan
character. Iwatched the way Robert Vaughn
played Solo and made Illya the exact opposite.
"As for the appeal of Illya that is amystery
to me. Except people like an under-dog and
also in America this year it is the year of the
foreigner. It is also the year of the Beatle and
although my haircut was in no way an adaptation of theirs, it has been taken as representative of the time. The question I am most
asked is 'Why is Illya so popular' and it is
the one which has ahundred answers and yet
no answer. Ask the girls—personally Ilove it,
whatever the reason."
David puts the reason for his early type
casting into the 'weakling' roles down to the
fact that he was the type—"thin—blond and
blue-eyed. Iwas anatural for the callow youth
but now I've filled out a bit." He also recalled that those were not the only roles he
played.
"In this very studio four years ago Iwas
here to play a part in the BBC children's
serial 'The Cruise Of The Toy Town Belle,"
said David. "I played acannibal!"
Another slightly mystifying facet of David's
tremendous appeal is that he is a happily
married man with afamily.
"One reason is that Ihave become an idol

since my marriage," said David. "I think the
fans accepted me that way from the beginning
and secondly, sad as it may be, Idon't think
society now attaches such significance to the
'eligibility' of aman because he is married.
The concept of 'marriage' has altered radically
in the last ten years due in part to the rapid
turnover in divorce in places like Hollywood
and ...well, let's not get too involved with
this. The emphasis on 'marriage' has changed
that's all."
David and his wife Jill Ireland are still both
working independently as actor and actress
but they make one strict rule and that is to
leave their weekends free to spend with the
children.
"I've also now accepted the fact that Hollywood is my home," says David. "I've spent
four years building up friends and contacts
and both my material and spiritual home is
now there."
Ibrought up the point that when the Man
from Uncle was first conceived as aTV. series
the major character was to be Napoleon Solo
played by Robert Vaughn but gradually Illya
had built up to be the co-star. Was their any
rivalry between the two actors?
"No—Bob worries about the Democrats
and Iworry about the Communists. We're
both on very good terms—we spend alot of
time socially around each other's houses and
it's agood relationship.
"It's truc that Illya has been built up into a
large part but that was just circumstances.

Illya is a far easier character to work plots
around and the longer a series extends the
harder it is to find plots.
"Uncle was originally aspoof show intended
to run only afew months, but public reaction
was so great that they lengthened the series—
now we look like being on TV. for ever."
"Aren't you worried at all about being type
cast?" Iasked.
"Did you see me as 'Judas' in the 'Greatest
Story Ever Told'?" parried David.
We just had time to hear some of David's
musical tastes before he rushed off to the
studio.
"My wife and Iboth like Mozart," he said.
"But that's not to say I don't appreciate
popular music. If you listen to the LP of
popular numbers Iarranged and conducted
you'll get an idea of my tastes.
"I have, in fact, written anumber which is
being brought out as asingle," revealed David.
"It's a narrative thing which Iread over a
beat backing. It's called 'Communication' but
Irather spoil the pathos at the end by riding
away on amotor bike."
And with that our teetotal, non-smoking
un-made up man from Uncle departed for
the TV. studios. Iwatched Kenneth Allsop
put the first question to David on the show.
"How do you account for your tremendous
appeal as Illya Kuryakin?" he asked.
Just the merest suspicion of asmile flickered
across the McCallum features—perhaps he'd
heard it before!
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Big 6, and Force West being the biggest.
Blues is all the rage, and Spencer Davis
is the most popular pop artist. Traditional Jazz and folk are 'in'.

WHAT'S HAPPENING...

Lots of exciting things until about
eleven o'clock, then everything closes.
Yet there are cafes, and dance halls, a
bowling alley, and in the summer they
have ariver boat shuffle.
Bristol fans have a fairly serious
attitude to life. They study hard at school,
and are anxious to build up for the future.

PLACES THEY GO

The Corn Exchange explodes with
noise, and fun, and music. Fans go to
The Magnate Bowling Alley, and the
Rank Dance Hall next door.
The Youth Club at Nailsea is popular
too, if only with younger fans.

SOUNDS OF THE CITY

Local groups are popular, Franklin
Corn Exchange, Corn
Street, 1 Front Halls
Bristol, Wednesdays ,
Saturdays: National
group ei
ght s.Entrance fee 5/- to
6/ , Tuesdays:

Orbit, 3Fairfax Street, Bristol
I. Large boutique with dePnite op
image. Knock-out dresses in op
designs and crepes, bell-bottom
trousers and chequered mini
skirts.
Graham Manning, Christmas
Chinese jazz
Steps, Bristol 1. Large selection
club. Free of shirts in all shades and designs.
Member _ Knockout selection of denim
shi p.
and cowhide levis, extra lines
include fab floral ties 4in. wide
and hessian belts.
Top Gear, 20 Park Street.
Bristol. Kinky clothes that are in
stock at the London shop, crepon
shirts, shifts in madras and stock
of Moya Bowler shoes and Sally
Jess bags.

'elbow Room, High Street,
Aston. Membership 4 gns.
yearly. 10 -entrance cabaret
nights and weekends.
entrance week-nights.
AN
members tree.
Le Metro, 20 Livery Street.
Membership 5. yearly. 61entrance group nights, 3)6
otherwise.
Bared*. 2423 Lichfield Road,
Four Oaks, Sutton Coldfield.
Small boutique for the fans outside Birmingham.
Piccadilly Man's Boutique.
11 Piccadilly Arcade, New
Street. Super boutique for the
boys of Birmingham.
WHAT'S HAPPENING ••.
There isn't a lot happening in the

Bullring Centre of Birmingham. Most
of the activity takes place outside the
city centre, where the fans live.
There is aserious attitude to lite and
few young people seemed to be fight ing convention. Youth clubs play abig
part in fans' lives.
SOUNDS OF THE CITY

The sound of Spencer Davis can be
heard from every record player In town.
The juke boxes play Spencer Davis,
the local groups play Spencer Davis,
everyone Is Spencer Davis mad. The
King Bees are the big R 'n' B group.
PLACES THEY GO

In Birmingham's centre TheSurfStop
coffee house is an 'in' place. Upstairs
from there is The Penthouse, a new
night club. The walls are encrusted in
gold and black leather, and the lights
are very low. One of the features of the
club is the close circuit tv which relays
pictures of the artists appearing In
cabaret-on the second floor.
Le Metro is one of Birmingham's
popular clubs, but this closes at i1-3-
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As Spencer

Davis enjoys the

success

oftwo

Ch art-topping

records, 'Keep on Running' and 'Somebody Help Me',
everyone wonders whether he will now turn away from the true
R 'n' B he was so noted for and go pop. We saw asimilar thing
happen to the Yardbirds, who before their big hit 'For Your
Love', were purely club artists (utterly dedicated to their kind of
music), but who since have gone further and further into pop.
'Keep On Running' was certainly more commercial than anything else Spencer had done in the past, and by the fact that
everyone was saying it would sell before it started to, pointed tb
the fact that it was apop-type record. Before his hit, people in
the business raved over Spencer, but they didn't expect his stuff
to sell.
Artists like Spencer are rather touchy about being described
as pop stars and usually avoid questions about it. However, as it
was RAVE, he obliged.
"I think it is a question of how much the fans will swing
towards our kind of music. If it becomes popular then we will
be pop," he said.
When he decides on material for a record, how commercial
does it now have to be?
"Material is very hard to come by," he said. "We write quite
abit of it ourselves. When choosing material, Ihave to consider
the instruments, and Stevie's voice, which is all-important to
the group, and also consider how much the sound and feeling
on the record will be appreciated.
"But we always have considered these things. We didn't make
records for our own enjoyment. We've always wanted to sell."

LIFE IS GOOD
Now they do sell splendidly, and life is good for them. Spencer,
once aschool teacher on an average income, has been able to
buy anice house, acar, and put money in the bank. The group
are commanding very high fees at clubs and dance halls, and
are one of the three most popular groups in the main cities
round Britain. And all because of their Chart success. Surely
this must influence them to coming away from their original
kind of music and go pop?
"It does to a point," Spencer admitted. "We are impressed
with all that has happened to us since 'Keep on Running'. But
we were agroup's group and we were highly thought of for our
type of music. We don't want to go pop mad and turn out stuff
that is too simple."
Stevie Winwood, their seventeen-year-old lead singer has
definite views on blues and pop and his own abilities.
"I don't want to do pure pop," he said. "It's not just the voice
I'm thinking of, but the backing. It's very boring singing to a
twelve bar backing. Iwas brought up on Chris Barber material,
which my brother Muff is mad on. Ilike complicated music.
"I don't think Iam agreat soul singer though. No white singer
can capture the feeling the negroes get."

UNSPOILED BY SUCCESS
The Spencer Davis group have not let success go to their
heads.

That's the question people in pop
are all asking. Now that Spencer
Davis and his group have crashed
into pop-land will they go for all-

o

out commercialism? RAVE girl
Dawn James popped along to see
Spence and the boys and find
out. ...

"It's all too easy to let it affect you," Spencer said. "You tell
yourself you won't, but you can't help feeling pleased."
Spencer has started recording a group called The Habits.
He would like to do more recording for other people.
"When you reach this stage in your career and you've been in
the business awhile, you start wanting to stay in it forever. You
know you can't do that as an artist so you look for other outlets."
Stevie intends forming an eight-piece band. He would play
piano and guitar himself.
They are thinking like pop men, looking beyond the Hit Parade
that brings such swift frail fame, which is often gone overnight.
Do they like the fame? The screams? The worship? Why do
they think they get it?
"It is aquestion of splitting the audience into three," Spencer
said. "Some don't scream because they feel they shouldn't for,
although they like us as stars, they understand our music. The
others scream simply because we are four boys and we are
famous, and the footlights add glamour.
"And the others don't scream, they just listen. The Hit Parade
success means little to them. Yes, we like it, all of it, and we have
had to work on keeping level-headed."
Is Spencer Davis going pop? With-it .. •honest ... commercial within his own field ... in the nicest possible way pop goes
Spencer Davis ...

_
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GET SWITC
the individual look that'
Get'inyourself
! RAVE gives RAVE girls the

s

.

RAVE model girl Diane
wouldn't dream of going
anywhere without her
hair switches. It is an
essential part of her
make-up. Diane has a
long hair switch which
she attaches to her short
swinging style with a
flick of the wrist! See
how she changes her
looks! (Above then left.)

opportunity to change their looks—
presents switched-on ways to wear the
new fashion—hair! Be different this
Summer in ahost of ways with one RAVE
hair switch for every RAVEable girl!
RAVE isn't going to dictate one terrific
style for Spring or Summer. In fact, we
aren't going to rave about any terrific
styles! With all the now fashion to turn
you from a cool sophisticate into acute
dolly we say you should have anow hair
style to suit.
RAVE girls hpve a short Vidal cut to
suit their crochet vest and mini skirt, but
also ... along feminine wig to wear with
their trouser suit and beret, or tied back
with their Viva Maria frills and flounces
and ...well, we could go on for years
suggesting ways and means, but just
take alook at our pictures on the left, and
see what we mean!
Nobody's in the least worried about
false lashes, nails or fringes these days.
lass any boutique and you'll see masses
of girls all frantically trying on weird
shapes and colours in wigs and hair
switches and now there's ademand you
can pay anything from £3 10s. to £100 !
Even Vidal Sassoon had to admit that
not everyone can wear his short wayout
hair style. And let's face it, you can't do
much that's different when you've got it!
So, the natural alternative was hair
switches for height or, as Vidal himself
suggested, shoulder-length wigs for the
same Vidal one-sided look, as he showed
this year in Paris.
RAVE has decided that to change your
fashion In dresses so you must change
your look in hair.

HOW TO CARE FOR YOUR
SWITCH ...

Carianne has awhole wig
in a style similar to her
Vidal cut—the one sided
look which gives her yet
another switch! These
long feminine tresses are
part of her new look and
are fast becoming part of
the
fashion -conscious
fan's wardrobe too!

ANSWER:
FASHION!

SHE'S

WEARING

A

HAIR

SWITCH—THE

LATEST

Caring for your switch is easy. Just
treat it the way you'd treat your own hair;
but don't wash or shampoo it, as this will
shrink the base. To clean it get abottle of
carbon-tetra-chloride, four ounces will
cost about 2s. 1d. at Boots, and treat it
regularly. As long as you remember it's
delicate and needs careful handling it will
last for years.
Keep it in abox or if you can afford it
lash out on awig case. Jasico do some
super wig cases, the small ones are round
with ahandle on the top In mock croc or
leather and look just like the small handbags that are 'in' at the moment. Inside
Is apolystyrene block for your switch, for
combing it on. The Jasico cases are 6gns.
at wig boutiques, counters in stores or
hairdressers. They are big enough for
carrying around any oddments you may
need like pins, rollers or hair spray ...
just the job! Also excellent for setting
your switch are the new type of heated
rollers, just damp down the ends and plug
in and that's It—you're switched oni
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EIEDON!
The new rave for RAVE girls are hair-switches. And
now RAVE brings you this fantastic offer ...

II
^
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RAVE switches the RAVE switch into three styles.
From left to right: Diane with her own mod style;
(centre) with added fullness; (right) aflick up or, (below
left) aswept-up style.

To get your RAVE hairpiece simply send
a crossed postal order or cheque made
payable to Stephen St. John Ltd., with at
least two inches of your own hair (so that
it can be matched as near as possible to
your own hair colour), together with the
coupon on the right, and post it all to
Stephen St. John Boutique, 19 Avery Row,
Brook Street, London, W.1. Postage and
packing is inclusive. Mark top of your
envelope RAVE HAIR PIECE OFFER.

PLEASE SEND ME ONE
RAVE HAIR-PIECE. IENCLOSE POSTAL ORDER/
CHEQUE NO
FOR 62 6d. And a sample
cutting of my own hair.
(Not less than 2 inches
long.)

Among the thousands of hair boutiques
that are springing up is Stephen St. John.
They moved to the West End to start the
combination of hair and clothes in Brook
Street, and as far as switches and wigs go
the swing to look individual has brought
the boom to Brook Street. Stephen St.
John have also employed anew with-it girl,
Sue Garratt, to design for them.

LOUISE CHARLOTTE

Name
Address
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Time certainly flies, fans. Think, only two years ago the Stones
didn't know enough to make a record. Now they're regular
Chartbusters. Two years ago Alan Freeman was just an up-andcoming dee-jay, now he's one of the best. Two years ago RAVE
was just born, now we like to think we're the leaders in our field.
So that was why it was all three had plenty to talk about when
Alan Freeman met Mick for lunch for this exclusive RAVE
Heart-to-Heart interview.

I

fthere's one thing Mick Jagger is partial
to, it's agood plate of high-class nosh.
So Ibook atable in this restaurant in
Mayfair. Very flash. Very gear. So they
say.
Ishout up adrink for myself while I'm
waiting. A drink that goes ting-a-ling in
the cool glass. Nice. Istart discussing with
myself what we're going to have for lunch.
The waiter does the hovering bit.
"You will give us aquiet table, won't
you?" Isay. "Mr. Jagger and Iwill be
doing alot of talking."
"Oh, indeed, sir." The waiter practically knocks himself out.
Sudden silence. Sudden freezing frowns.
Ifollow the waiters'. disapproving eyelines as they stare up the stairs. Behold.
Mick Jagger. Andrew Oldham. Successful. Famous. Garbed in expensive clobber. Probably wealthier than several of
the clients.
There is only one difficulty ...or two
difficulties. Neither is wearing atie.
Tactful staff surround the pair, shielding the dreadful sight from sensitive
diners. Aboss waiter whispers, like he was
trying to push pills on the side, "We
could lend you ties, gentlemen."
"To wear on arollneck sweater?" says
Mick Jagger.
"To put on my swollen glands?" says
Andrew Oldham.
Consternation. Conference. Conspiratorial chat in background. The boss
waiter comes forward. "We could ring up
another very good restaurant and reserve
you atable." Cough. "It would be all
right about the ties, sir."
"What a funny place," says Andrew
Oldham, gazing around.
"Yes, all right," Isay. "Only do it
quickly."
Joy and beams from boss waiter. "All
fixed, gentlemen. You do understand.
Rule of the house ..."
Desolated, he is. We rush out before he
commits suicide.
Taxi to Soho. The other restaurant,
where they haven't got afetish for ties, is
the Terrazza.
Pleased gleam of recognition from M.
Jagger. "Hey, isn't this where all the
spies go?"
Big hello from Mario, one of the partners. Table waiting.
Andrew Oldham's turn to say "Hey,
isn't that what's-his-name?"
We peek over our menus, which are the
size of the News of the World, at the squad

with their heads together at the adjoining
table. It's a team from Life magazine
interviewing Len Deighton, top expert on
spics and author of "The Iperess File".
We see afamous Fleet Street person
with no tie who waves over at Mick. We
see another even more famous columnist
who has none either. She's agirl.
Everybody is talking and laughing and
rattling their special octopus forks so
loudly that all the spies and the columnists have to shout. There's alot of action
at the Terrazza. Safest place in London
to give away secrets ...nobody more
than three inches away could make out a
syllable.
We eat, during which time things
quieten down and Life magazine goes
away. Len Deighton joins agroup at another table, who appear to be plotting
avidly.
"We'd better do our Heart-to-Heart,"
Isaid, turning to Mick.
"Okay," he roared. "Ask me something."
"Ask him what he does in his private
life," said Andrew Oldham.
"I've got more private life than you
have," said Mick. "I've got more private
life than anybody thinks. People think I
do nothing but work. But there's plenty
of time to do things."
"What things?" Isaid.
"Well, really Idon't do anything," he
said. "That's the whole thing. Now and
then Ifeel Iought to get interested in
things. But then Ifeel there's not really
long enough. So most of the time Ijust
sort of sit around."
"But don't you plan out projects you're
really interested in?"
Mick sipped his coffee and nodded.
"Yeah, Ialways do. Then Inever do
them. Ijust relax and rejuvenate myself."
It sounded asensible sort of private life
to lead. But Mick says it makes him feel
curious and unsatisfied.
"The trouble is that I'm always too
busy to wonder what Ican do besides
what I'm doing already. Ican't know, so
Ijust put it aside and say 'Oh, well, I'll
think about that some other time'. Ilive
in the present. Isuppose Andrew is the
one who's always planning for the future."
Andrew smiled and shook his fair head.
"I don't stop and think too much either.
People ask me sometimes am Isurprised
that pop has come to stay as part of everyday life instead of just aquick rave where
you dean up fast and get out fast. Well, s•I
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••*there isn't time to stand there and be
surprised. You just say there it is and take
advantage of it."
Mick said, "It was different in the beginning. When Icame into pop it didn't
seem to me it was going to be such apermanent thing. And Idon't think that anybody then could foresee how international
it would all be. In those days that just
never happened to British artists. Cliff
Richard was the nearest thing we had to
an international artist. He did abit in
South Africa and he had afew records in
Australia.
"But look at the kind of travelling the
Beatles do today. Or us. When Istarted
off buying old 78 records, who'd have
known it'd be like this? This is Friday.
Tomorrow we're flying to Brussels, then
Amsterdam, Copenhagen, Stockholm.
Then we're back in England. Then we're
off again." He grinned. "That's why I
relax when Ican instead of looking for
new things to do."
Nobody can deny that, intentionally or
not, Mick Jagger has built up aworldwide personal following that is not totally
tied to the other Stones. But he said he
never visualised himself at the outset as
anything but amember of the group.
"The group was everything to Brian
and Keith and me. It was our dream, our
whole world. Even when Andrew saw us
first, the limit of our ambition was to make
big money in clubs around London. And
it wasn't until the Beatles came along that
we thought maybe we could make arecord
and be like them. Six months before that
"Only two years ago we couldn't
it was adifferent story altogether. We felt
like giving up.
spent awhole day doing just the voices on
"When you're down together and then
one song. We couldn't get it right, because
you come up together, that's what makes
none of us knew what we were doing. We
agroup tight and brings you close. We
were just reaching out in the dark. When
found out that the ideas we'd had all the
the boys finally got through Isaid,`Thanks
time were on the right track.
very much, that's it.'
"Do you know, two years ago we didn't
"Then the engineer in the studio turned
know enough to make arecord."
round and said, 'What about mixing it?' I
Andrew nodded. "That's right. We
said, 'Mixing? What's that?' Nowadays we
know. Nowadays Iwouldn't even let anybody else into the studio. We do everything ourselves and put it together.
"What we discovered was that although
we didn't know what we were doing at
that time, there were people in the record
companies who didn't know what they
were doing either. Some of them still don't
know. And that's how we figured that we
might as well be the ones to make abit of
money out of it. The difference is that now
we're making alot of money and they're
not. All they've got is their salary from
their companies."
Over at the other tables the spies and
the columnists were standing up and shaking hands. Len Deighton waved and went
away to write more deadly events on his
typing machine and Mick asked the
waiter for another coffee.
"You know what," said Andrew Oldham. "While we're sitting here it's all
happening."
"The group was everything."

make a disc. Now look at us."
"What is?" we said.
"Radio Scarborough," he replied. "I
can't live without it."
"You have high standards," Isaid.
"Not too high," Andrew said. "Two
weeks after we make arecord Mick will
listen to it and say, 'We could have done
that better.' So what? It's done. We can't
take it apart and mix it all up again.
Obviously we do the best we can. But if
you start worrying you can destroy everything and go right over the top."
Mick agreed. "I've sat up with Andrew
all night on mixing sessions trying to get
things right, taking pills to try and keep
awake. We seem to be up always on the
last two nights of doing arecord. No sleep
and then running to get on an aeroplane.
But Idon't sit on the plane doing it all
over again in my mind. You've got to have
confidence, right?"
Inodded. "Right." At that moment a
waiter dropped atray. Probably somebody
from UNCLE had penetrated his disguise.
"How difficult is it for you to sink your
own ego when you're working with the
group?" Iasked.
"Very," Mick said candidly. "But it's
easier at some times than others. We've
got our own way of working. Say we're
writing asong. Well, Keith works the
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tape recorder and takes things down as
they come into our minds. If anyone else
tried to play back the tape they wouldn't
believe it, because we usually get about
two hours of stuff. And it's all different
songs and different ideas. Half aminute
of this, then half aminute of that.
"Suddenly you find that one song has
got into another one and two songs are
joined together. Meanwhile Iwrite out a
list of fifty titles. Then the titles get into
the songs. You might get three of them
in the words of one song.
"Then we might take the verse out of
one song and add it to the chorus of another. Then we might change the tempo.
And when we've got all that done, Isay
'Right, I'll write alyric to it.'
"When we' get to the studio it's still a
very skeleton thing, like aminute and a
half of asong. So we have to put more
bits to it, write an introduction, figure
where the beat's on. Then the real work
starts—making the record."
This is really where groups like the
Stones and the Beatles show the absolute
modernity of pop as music. They make
use of every present-day aid and device,
whereas many professional songwriters
carry on as if they were living in the
eighteenth-century using pens and pianos.
"I started singing for alaugh, just a
giggle, when Iwas thirteen," Mick said.
"Then my voice broke and Idecided to
give it up. Istarted again when Iwas sixteen, singing things you couldn't possibly
sell. Isuppose they were sort of Chuck
Berry, which wasn't wanted then. Everybody was doing softly ballads like ‘Livin'
Doll.' Iliked Buddy Holly too.
"What's different about pop music to-

"Mime helped make the Stones."
day is that there's more improvisation,
but it's disciplined. We rely on ourselves.
The earlier pop singers had to rely on
songwriters and rely on so many other
people that they came out as if they were
just another instrument. They weren't
anything really creative.
"I like mime too. People put it down,
but half the time they don't know what
they're talking about. It's alot more difficult to make an impact with amimed show
than in alive show, and if they do away
with it I'll be very disappointed. The great

thing about it is that once you're with the
song you can do anything you like, even
put your head between your knees if you
want to, and you can build up afar more
exciting show. Jump around, go potty.
What they forget is that you can't sing if
you're three feet in the air. Mime helped
to make the Rolling Stones.
"Nobody objects when we use all the
gear they've got in the recording studio.
So why object to mime? Why shouldn't
we use all the possibilities we can?"
Why indeed? We were alone in the
restaurant now. The waiters coughed. It
looked as if they wanted to go. Icalled for
the bill.
"We use innovations because they're
around," Mick said. "Not because we
•think they're going to take over or anything, but because they're around."
Aslim vision in alemon yellow coat and
black bell-bottoms came down the stairs
and appeared at Mick's elbow.
"Don't get up," said Chrissie Shrimpton affectionately, "but I thought you
were coming with me to buy shoes this
afternoon."
"Sorry, fellas," said Mick.
We said goodbye to Mario. Ishared a
taxi with Andrew Oldham, who was still
feeling the lack of Radio Scarborough.
Suddenly athought struck me.
"Hey," Isaid. "Did you notice those
waiters? There was something about
them . ."
"What?" said Andrew.
"They weren't wearing ties," Isaid.
Till next month, pop-pickers. Stay
bright!

•

The Action is at London's Marquee Club. And that's
where Maureen O'Grady went to get this RAVE story
for you ...

T

he Action's manager, Ricky
Farr, had warned me not to be
too surprised about the behaviour of his group. They're all
crazy, he had said, and loon
around a' lot. Fortunately, when I
met them, they'd just completed
six days on the P. J. Proby tour,
and were, I'm glad to say, beautifully subdued and tired.
There are five in the Action—
Reg King, the lead vocalist; Al
King—no relation they tell you
automatically—on rhythm guitar;
Roger Powell on drums; Peter
Watson on lead and Mick Evans
on bass. Roger was out buying
new drums and Mick new clothes
for the group and the three Ihad
before me were Al, Reg and Pete.
The Action are, as if we didn't
know, the latest group to have had
agreat big send off into Hit Parade
land with "I'll Keep On Holding
On", and are long-standing residents of the Marquee Club.
But things haven't always been
so easy for them. Reg told me
"We've been together for about
two-and-a-half years. Then we
were called The Boys. We've
known one another since our
schooldays. Pete was the last to
join about a year ago. We started
off quite well, did the German bit
in Brunswick, carne back, and
found we were out of work. Not
many bookings. About one wedding every three weeks!" he
laughed. "We just lived off our
mums and dads. So, we used to
spend our time rehearsing; five
days aweek in Alan's front room.
The rehearsing made us better and
then gigs started coming along."

The result was that the boys became the supporting group to the
Who's
resident
spot
at
the
Marquee. The club that gave a big
push-off in the right direction to
The Who, Spencer Davis, Yardbirds, Moodies, to name but a few.
Al supplied the reasons why.
"The Marquee is areputable club,
it's respected. It's a great place to
start off at, and you get your
chance if you're good. You're seen
by the right people. It's a sort of
stepping stone. At the Marquee
fans like to sit, watch and listen.
Up North, the kids are really with
you from the word go. One night in
Stoke, we stopped playing in the
middle of "Land of 1,000 Dances"
but the kids went singing and
dancing on. It was great! We made
it up North first really, that's where
we started getting rave audiences.
The Marquee audience is static,
just watching you. You have to
work them up, and get them clapping and jumping. If you can
please that kind of audience, you
can please anyone!" And The
Action usually do.
The boys told me that an LP. is
on the way, and they're looking
out for ideas and designs for the
LP. cover. "Will you ask your
readers if they've got any ideas
they can send — and to the best
designer, we'll send a signed L.P.
—and a ride in our dirty van!"
Who could resist such an offer
from the Action?
MAUREEN O'GRADY
P.S. Send your designs to—
The Action, c o Marquee Artistes,
18 Carlisle Street, W.1.
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MORE MONEY-MORE FUN-IF YIV DON'T SMOKE

10 cigarettes a day cost £30 a year or more
15 cigarettes a day cost £45 a year or more
20 cigarettes a day cost £60 a year or more

!110-1T-YOURSELF FASHIO N
Start up your own
fashion trends! Make
your own clothes!
RAVE fans want to know the
facts of fashion before anyone else.
Only it's a sad fact of fashion that
although we can tell you what's in,
it takes alittle while for the fashions
to get into your shops. One way to
always be ajump ahead is to do-ityourself. So, here for akick-off is a
terrific new RAVE exclusive pattern for aquickie dress that's really
ahead of time!
Skin-fitting shirred and elasticated dresses are in for summer. But bathing-suit tops aren't all that easy to do yourself. Smart solution: use fab fabric by Glensmock which
has aVyrene-elasticated strip running through the middle.
Couldn't-be-easier quickie dress is made with elasticated
part round the waist. Other ideas on the rave-length are
as follows:—
Glensmock fabric comes in Courtelle-and-wool or Terylene-and-wool mixtures in white or check. Prices range
from about 19s. ltd. to 29s. tId. yd. There are two widths:
30-32 inches or 48 inches: this is the actual length when it
comes to making the quickie dress. The elasticated part
is either three inches or seven inches wide. And, of course,
the fabric is washable.
Fabric: You'll need your hip measurement plus one inch
for seams.
To make: Cut about one inch above elasticated strip
(cutting off about nine inches of fabric—you'll use this
for neck-strap). Make turning on wrong side and herringbone-stitch in place. Thread elastic through the seam
and draw up to same width as elasticated strip. Join
side-seam. Cut out T-neck strap from diagram—draw
it on graph or brown paper first to make apattern and then
cut out from fabric. Cut 2fronts and 4backs. Stitch each
back and front together at shoulder seams. Right sides
facing, take half-inch seams all way round, leaving bottom front of T-section open. Trim seams, turn inside out
and press. Lap back neck and work button and buttonhole. Try on dress and pin neck-strap to dress so that
length is correct for your figure. Then stitch strap to dress
front on wrong side. Turn up hem to required length. Cut
off any surplus fabric. A neat hem should be about three
inches. Use bias-binding for neat finish. Any fabric
over? Follow Paris and make yourself an Upper-arm
Belt-Bracelet. Cut out fabric to required width and length,
fold in half lengthways, take half-inch seams leaving sufficient open to turn. Trim seams, turn and press. Neaten
unstitched end. Try round your upper arm, to measure
lap-over. Thread on big silver buckle. Sew on snapfasteners.
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WHAT 15 THE WALKERS'
UHT MOUE
RAVE man, Allan McDougall, a very good mate of theirs, finds out .

W

hatever the Walker
Brothers',
current
kings of Pop, next
move may be, one thing is
certain: they have no plans
to be taken out of Britain.
Scott, the only Walker who
hasn't been back to Hollywood since the trio arrived
here in February '65, had
only one reason to go back
there and that was to see
his mother. But the thought
of flying six thousand miles
put him off so much that
he had his mother—and
his aunt—fly over in time
to see the opening of
the Walker Brothers/Roy
Orbison tour.
Even John, the former
All-American Maus, has
grown to like Britain so
much he'd hate to leave.
"Once you get used to
the weather and the food,
Iguess the U.K. is really

O.K.," he said recently.
"Anyway, Ihave my wife,
my flat, my dogs and my
car here, so there's not
much left to go back for!"
One of John's next
moves will be to buy acar
like Gary the Leeds bought
a few weeks ago. A Marcos sports car.
"And what a car," enthuses the Leeds. "It's
long, low, red and really in
there. Looks like a cross
between a Ferrari, an Etype and a Maserati! But
you
don't
see
many
around, so mine is a
real rare baby. As soon
as he can get one, Maus is
going to trade in his
Bentley for aMarcos."
With the departure of P.
J. Proby, rumour has it
that the Walkers will have
to leave Britain. However,
according to Walker manager Maurice King, they
won't have to leave for at
least ayear.
The next move, recordwise? Only Scott knows
the answer. He's got afew
things in mind for the next
single, including a few
way-out songs.
"Whatever we do release," he stresses, "will
be something cut acouple
of weeks before. Idon't
like having anything in the

can, you know, astockpile
of songs from which you
select your next single,
next E.P., next L.P. Ijust
can't work that way. Ihave
to go in the studio fresh,
and record straight away.
Otherwise you tend to get
a little stale. But Idon't
mind re-recording until I
find perfection. Even if it
takes four sessions, Imust
have perfection."
Having
golt,
been forced to
move from their Chelsea
flat because of fans, it
looks like Scott and Gary
will have to move from
their St. John's Wood
apartment soon, as every
day they are home, there
are crowds of girls in residence outside the front
door, waiting for every
movement of a curtain,
every glimpse of ashadow
behind awindow. All their
incoming phone-calls are
monitored, but even so
their phones seldom stop
ringing.
"Some of these days,"
said Gary one night after
speaking to the thirtysecond fan that day, "I'm
going to actually get acall
from a guy." The phone
rang ... and it was aguy,
right on cue.
"That was the Nash!" he
exclaimed. "He's coming
right round for a game of
chess."
In the last couple of
months, agreat friendshiprivalry has sprung up between Graham Nash and
Beads. Beads, by the way,
is what Scott calls him, in
return for which Gary calls
Scott Ingle, which rhymes
with Dingle. Both Beads
and Nash are expert chessmen, and one of these days
Nash swears he's going to
beat Beads!

Now that their tour of
Britain is over, The Walkers intend taking holidays
to get over all their tiredness, bruises, cuts and
concussions. Yes, concussions! Early in the tour,
when they were trying to
get from their big Jaguar
road car into a hotel at
Chester, fans grabbed and
mauled the trio so badly
that when police finally
cleared a path for them,
Scott and John were both
lying on the ground—unconscious!
John intends going touring in Europe, Scott fancies
grabbing some Spanish
sunshine and Gary isn't
too sure whether to go to
Scotland,
Nassau
or
Majorca.
"Anywhere," he sums it
up, "to get acomplete recharge for our batteries!"

Mé•

"Saigon",
"Trooper's Lament", "Salute To The
Nurses",
"Badge
Of
Courage" and "I'm ALucky
One".
In the past followers of
protest songs soon found
that pop and politics don't
mix. That's quite true. They
don't.

BRIGHT SPOTS
• Plenty of bright spots
in the Whether Chart these
days, what with trie Alan
Price Set, Spencer, and
Cilla. But what a qui9t
Chart it is. Even the Who,
world-famous for their
noise can only offer their
mid-tempo"Substitute". In
fact, the Chart is a complete contrast to the Beatle
announcement last week
to record in America, to get
"a Negro sound instead of
a white man's interpretation of a Negro sound".
So maybe everyone's saving their energies for some
rave numbers for the
summer.
Alan Price must be
feeling the happiest star
alive with the success of
his "I Put A Spell On
You". Formerly recorded
by Nina Simone, it's a
coincidence that when
Alan was with the Animals
their first No. 1was with a
former Nina Simone recorded number, "Don't Let
Me Be Misunderstood."
"Spell" is a fantastic
number which reflects the
current trend of our pop
music.
Crispian St. Peters is a
star with a big following.
And his "The Pied Piper"
looksJike increasing it too.
He won a silver disc with
"You Were On My Mind"
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and chances are he could
well repeat it with this.
Although currently one
of the most successful
groups in America, until
their visit here the Lovin'
Spoonful were practically
unknown in England. Their
"Daydream" was written
by guitarist John Sebastian. Joe Butler, drums,
Zal Yanovsky, guitar and
Steven Boone, bass, complete the line-up.
"Daydream" must rate
as one of the most hummable, whistleable discs
to be released. And now
that
they've
broken
through we should be
hearing alot more of them.
P.S. Keith Reif of the
Yardbirds
rates
the
Spoonful one of his most
favourite groups! Along
with, that is, people like the
the Stones and George
Harrison, who reckoned he
almost played a hole
through his copy of "Daydream"!

The last time we heard a
Manfied Mann single was
eight months ago when he
thrilled us with "If You
Gotta Go, Go Now". So
really, anew Manfred Mann
release is an outburst!
An American gentleman
called Mr. Barkan wrote
this "Pretty Flamingo",
which must be one of the
prettiest numbers they've
done. Should hit No.l.
But please, Mr. Man freds,
let's not have to wait so
long for asingle from you
next time, even though it
was well worth it this time.
Paul Jones,

Manfred voralist

DEPRESSION
• David McCallum fans
(all fifty million of them)
must have been a bit
depressed
over
his
\'
\\ \\ \ o
\\\\\ \
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FREAK
OUTBURSTS
SISgt. Barry Sadler's
"Ballad Of The Green
Berets" could hardly be anything but an outburst. It
made No. 1in America as
did his LP of the same name.
In fact, the LP is rather
interesting. Here is just a
selection of the tracks:
"Letter From Vietnam",
IS

1
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disc,"Communication".
After a lot of talk about
it being the first of the
new wave sound called
"Talk-Rock" it turned
out to be a female choir
chanting in the background with David reading his lines in front.
"My Carousel" on the
flip wasn't much better.
Though granny might
like it we're sure UNCLE
fans don't. Not the sort
of material to launch
him as a pop star.

as the follow-up to their
"My
Generation", but
with a switch of record
labels from Brunswick to
Reaction they changed
their mind, made "Substitute" the A side, put
"Circles" on the back and
called it "Instant Party".
However, Brunswick released "It's aLegal Matter"
From their "My Generation" LP) as a single,
also with "Instant Party"
on the back. So there were
two Who discs from two
different companies both
with the same B side.
As it turned out the
dispute nas all legal matter
but after abit of wrangling
was soon settled.

Don't miss the
fabbiest offer of the
season!

Keith Moon
legalised now!

lllya's disappointing disc!

Are you the one who sets the trend?
FURTHER
OUTLOOK

WINDS OF
CHANGE

As we said earlier,
there's a lot of change in
the Charts with everyone
quietening down. But now
that the injunction restraining the Who's "Substitute" from being sold
has been withdrawn, the
story behind the hold-up
can be told.
The group had first decided to release "Circles"

• While the current trend is
for 'quiet' sounds, it can't be
long before something really
solid hits the charts. The
Beatles went to America in
search of something new, and,
knowing the Beatles we bet they
found it. Pop soul a la
Righteous Brothers has been
trying to make a break for
some time and 'White Soul',
say the Americans, is also
going to come crashing in soon.
The `quiet' sound is okay but
music is largely for dancing to,
and so we've got to expect
some danceable discs to be
released. Our tip—watch the
Beatles for something revolutionary.

Then you're just the one toget this
latest black and white Op Art
jewellery created especially by
'Jewelcraft' and offered at afabulous saving with Gordon-Moore's
—the cosmetic toothpaste that
tints your gums a yumming-bird
pink and shines your teeth bright
as the streak in Jimmy Saville's
hair. Just fill in the coupon below
and send with your remittance and
aGordon-Moore's carton to:
Gordon•Moore's Offer, 82. Colston Street, Bristol 1.
Please send me:

Tick items required

EPair of Black& white hoop earrings
(value 10/6) yours for 419
B Daisy brooch/pendant combination with 27 chain
(val ue 12/6) yours for 5¡R Real tile cube ring, adjustable to fit any finger
(value 7/6) yours for 4/.
enclose postal order/cheque (crossed and made payable
to Gordon-Moore's Offer) for the sum of
. together
with aGordon-Moore's Cosmetic Toothpaste carton.
Name
(Bice «mal,)
Address
(Block captals)

(allow 2weeks for delivery) This ofler closes on the 30th November. 1966.
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Who stops skin getting growing pains?
You're growing up beautifully. So. make sure your

skin can have its off days (often just when you want

skin keeps pace. Max Factor knows just how

to look your best). So, Max Factor made Pure Magic.

you feel when even the tiniest 'teenage blemish'

Agentle, flattering filin of makeup that

appears. And, solves your problem with Pure Magic!

protects and improves your skin because it's

Let's face it Even the youngest, most beautiful

medicated. It's not just make-up it's Pure Magic.

ModoCioled
Lquocl Make

luve
complexion•
matched shades

6'9

MAX FACTOR does with PURE ATAG_IC
nARANIII

uy,. No »I toogleur ,,
,sofillAd Ad% ,h. qo,I,ty ood oododmonco of thot peodva 1017 tehoro [be lAuted »hen to Idol lacier. I
IOld 8.1 SAtol. London
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LEAVING HOME?
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Everybody thinks about it at one
time or another. Leaving home is

a thought that crops up in everyone's life. Is it a wise move to
make? We tell you as it's

our

THIS IS YOUR LIFE problem this
month.
V our friend Suzanne bursts into
your room waving the letter
from her friend in Rome, and you
have a funny feeling that somehow this piece of paper is going
to change your way of life.
"She's having a marvellous
time!" Suzanne says jubilantly.
"She says we just must go over
there and work for the summer."
You feel disturbed and thrilled.
You're seventeen and it seems
like forever — fourteen months
actually — since you've wanted
to leave home. To make it away
from the provincial town you were
born in, yet something has held
you back. Fear of the unknown,
affection for home, quite a few
things stop you.
Suzanne is all for it (she doesn't
get on with her parents, anyway);
as she has pointed out, you are
nearly eighteen and all you have
seen of the world is Paris, on the
school trip, and Edinburgh for the
Festival. You should get away. Be
independent. Live life at your own
level and on your own while you're
still young!
She's right, of course. You think
about it: imagine the heat of the
Italian sun and the eyes of the man
beside you on the beach. You
think about London and the
streets of Chelsea and Soho, full
of boutiques and men. The swinging jobs. The action that's all
there and not here. The chance of
meeting people who are making it
all happen. Mmm ...The model
girls — the studios — the photographers — the super men. ...
Funny how men always fit in
somewhere. There's no special
boy in your home town. Most of
them are drags, really. They all
look so different in other places.
"Let's go," Suzanne has said
many times. All she talks of is the
marvellous time you'll have going

to parties every night and eating
in sleazy coffee bars, full of beatniks and sharing aflat so you can
stay out all night.
But strangely, you hesitate. Is
there something holding you back
beyond the magic idea of freedom? Would spaghetti Bolognese
served on plastic plates by aparttime art student be asubstitute for
Mum's dinners eaten in the warmth
of the kitchen at home? But that's
crazy. Acting like a kid, really.

Yet you have to admit that
leaving home scares you a bit.
Mum and Dad may be abit dull at
times but they are comfortable;
they are safe; they are yours.
Home smells of cooking and soap
powders and the bath salts Mum
got for Christmas, and even when
you are away for a week the
thought of it sends apang that you
don't quite understand. You try to
shut the feeling out: it's silly.
People like you, ayoung modern, *

don't get upset about things like
that.
But when you went on holiday
with Suzanne last year and caught
tonsillitis and they carted you off
to hospital, you didn't feel like a
young modern at all. You wanted
Mum and Dad there. Yet when the
nurse asked if you would like
them sent for, you said: "No,
don't bother them. It's not as if
I'm a child." Yet you felt like a
child.
Come to think of it, you often
feel like one.
Suzanne waves the letter from
Rome. "Stop doubting," she says.
"We can go to Rome and have a
wonderful summer and if we like
it away from here, we can go to
London in the autumn! Think of it.

London! Where it's all happening!
"We need the chance of freedom; we leed to meet new people.
There's the rest of our lives to
settle down in when we're married
and have kids of our own."
The letter waves in her hand.
The stamp is colourful. Rome.
Freedom. Hard work. Independence. Later, maybe London. You
know Mum and Dad will always
be there, with the smell of cooking
and washing powder and the sound
of pottering feet and the feel of
loving hands. Leaving them won't
make you love them less. Perhaps
even more.
"Nothing
ventured,
nothing
gained ..." you hear Suzanne
But will you ...? And what ...?

J L

Ian McLagan,

(Small Faces)

• Iwouldn't advise it at all. Ithink
is abit young to go off like that.
She could go down to London for aholiday and see if she likes it, but Ithink she's
definitely too young to go to Rome. The
point is, it doesn't all happen in London,
it happens where you want to make it
happen. But even then, Ithink she's too
young to live in London. She could get a
place near her home town, have a trial
run at running her own life and managing
her money with her home near in case of
difficulties. But Igive her, say, at least
two more years of growing up first. Life
on your own always sounds very exciting,
but it isn't.
,cventeen

Wendy Varnals
• Ithink whether she actually leaves
home or not depends entirely on how she
feels herself. It is impossible to tell someone to leave or stay but you can point out
the difficulties and advantages. Personally
Iwouldn't advise anyone to go abroad.

Ileft home as soon as Ihad finished
school, and went to work in an hotel in
Torquay. This was agreat way of leaving
home because you live within the hotel
and so get food and shelter. I'd advise any
girl to work in an hotel at anice seaside
resort.
This going to London bit is rather
different. London swallows you up. It is
madness to come here without ajob and
ahome, and you must be earning at least
£10 aweek to exist. The perfect thing to
do is get about four or five friends to
come with you, so you can afford awhole
self-contained flat. This way you know
you have anice place to live in. A course
in shorthand and typing or clerical work,
isn't abad idea either, for that assures you
of ajob in London. Being out of work here
isn't funny.
If you come with four or five friends all
of whom have jobs, then you will all meet
people in your work and you will create
abig circle of friends, which is what you
need. Then the coffee bars, and the bright
lights that you have heard all about, really
do look good, and you can enjoy yourself.

_

Well, yes, you'v e got to do it

sooner or

IV later. Is it better—or easier—to do it
now, on your own, instead of waiting till
you get married, and swop Mum's and
Dad's place for ahusband's?
Let's look at the pros and cons of staying
safe at home with the family. Security,
love, the pleasures of the known and
trusted. And boredom. The feeling of I'mon-the-outside-looking-in. Wanting to be
where the action is.
And the alternatives? Let's not kid ourselves. That Dolce Vita—the high soft life,
the glamorous clothes, the gorgeous men,
the fancy flat—they aren't there waiting for
you to come and pick them up. They're
expensive, for a start. Can you earn
enough to pay your way with the high
flyers? Not at seventeen, unless you're very
lucky.
And suppose you go to London, set up
on your own somewhere, get a job, pay
your own way? Would that be all fun?
There'd be some kicks—sure there would
be. But there would be long, dull, lonely
evenings in a dingy bedsitter, too, doing
without lunches, walking to work to raise
the cash for a new dress or whatever.
There arc alot of lonely girls in London,
still on-the-outside-looking-in.
Those are the cons—but there are some
pros. Living alone, away from Mum's care,
would teach you a lot. How to balance a
budget properly. How to get on with new
people, how to adapt to new ideas, how to
sort the good from the bad. When there's
no loving .family on the sidelines waiting
to catch you when you land on your bottom, it's surprising how quickly you learn
to land on your feet. And when eventually
you meet the man you want, marry him,
have kids, you'll make that much better a
job of it. You won't be the girl to run crying
home to Mum because you can't cope.
Look, the answer is acompromise, isn't
it? As Ian McLagan suggested. Not Rome,
this year. Not even London. Save London
for next year, Rome for the year after that.
Get in training for it. Set up on your own
in your own home town. The family will
probably see it your way. If they were the
sort who clung to a growing daughter,
didn't want to see her try her own wings,
you'd have gone long ago, wouldn't you?
It's much easier to leave difficult parents (like Suzanne's) than folks like yours
who see things your way.
So, find a flat not too far from home,
with afriend and see how it goes.
And then—when you've got the hang of
it, got used to the problems (and it's no fun
coming home to an unmade bed and dirty
breakfast dishes at the end of aday's work)
then you'll be ready for London and Rome
and éaris, and the whole wide world. It's
out there—but you'll have to get yourself
ready to make the best of it.
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This is the working dress of the Women's Royal Army Corps.
Ws couturier-designed, ins shade of lovai green and
individually fined for each girl.

This girl wanted to get something extra out of life, to
see more of the world around her. So she joined the
W.R.A.C.—this means she gets the chance to work
abroad, learn atrade and make new friends. At the
same time, she develops her sense of independence.
In the modern Army, agirl works side by side with the
men—she does the same jobs and takes many of the
same responsibilities. Pay's good and all of it goes into
her pocket. Long holidays, good living conditions,
training for atrade—you name it, the W.R.A.C.'s got it !
You can go in for as little as four years and have a
proper training for when you leave. Find out about
the W.R.A.C. in detail—fill in your name and address in
the space provided below and post it oft.
TO: W.R.A.C. CAREERS, DEPT. MP 6, LANSDOWNE HOUSE, BERKELEY SQUARE, LONDON, W.1.
Please send me further information about the W.R A C.

Name

Date of Birth

Address

RVELW77 B
APobo

County

must be resident in the U K
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Pop news, disc news, star news.
Mike Grant brings you the best
in pop gossip!
• No one more pleased than Ito see
Alan Price, the organist who had the
courage to break away from a very
successful group—the Animals, making
it on his own now with "I Put ASpell
On You" such afantastic hit.
"It's been ayear worth waiting for,"
said Alan when Ihad lunch with him
in apub off Leicester Square. "Of my
original group there is only one left.
Musicians seem to come and go with
me. My group is kind of arest home.
They come and play with me for awhile
to get out what they want to play and
then off to another group. Not that I
blame them—after all that's the way it
started out for me.
With ahit I'm looking forward to a
more settled team now and we're really
roping in the bookings with aresidency
down London Tiles club every Thursday."
Alan's other interests at present are
reading Winnie the Pooh ("He really
hangs me up") and Ivanhoe, the novel
by Sir Walter Scott.
"A Welsh master recommended it to
me as acure for insomnia "explained
Alan. "'Three pages of Ivanhoe and
you'll be fast asleep.' he said: He's
right—it works like acharm."
•Following Stevie Wonder's record of "Up Tight" and the Dave
Dee & Co's "Hold Tight" would
it not be asplendid gesture for the
Animals to record "All Tight!"
Cheers boys!

II Anyone want to join the SBSBTV
league along with Jonathan King,
Brian Jones, Spencer Davis, Eric
Burdon and myself. Oh, the SBSBTV
is of course "The Send Barry
Sadler Back to Vietnam League."
•Rolling Stone Bill Wyman is justifiably proud of his four year old son
Stephen who can already read simple
books and tell the time. He also saved
Bill's new luxury house in Kent from
burning down recently while Bill was
on tour with the group abroad. The
fire completely gutted an oak panelled
room in the house doing over £500
worth of damage.
"Fortunately Stephen woke up his
mother and the fire brigade was called
in time to put out the fire before the
rest of the house caught," Bill told me.
"The brigade discovered an old chest in
the room where Ihad stored some raw
wool close to aradiator. It was deduced
that the constant cooling and heating
of the material had resulted in akind of
internal combustion."
•Drummer Pete York with the
Spencer Davis group declares he
has discovered a new couple of
duettists on the sitar called "Ravi
Shankar and Land Rover." Never
adull moment in their van!
111 This reporter can verify reports that for
the first time in his life Rolling Stones'
manager Andrew Oldham was lost for
words when he met Brigitte Bardot with the
Stones in Paris. Mick and Keith are now
working on anumber for her next film which
is to be aspy epic.

III Before Bob Lind returned to America Itook him and his two managers
for lunch in areal oldc English restaurant where the customers sang Edwardian
songs to tunes turned out on an old upright piano by agent in atop hat. Bob
watched the clientele banging their knives and forks on the table in time to
"I'm Henry the VIII" with delight and turned to me—"It sounds like aprison
riot for better food," he cracked.
Managers Green and Stone enlivened proceedings by starting asugar lump
battle with the next table and agood time was had by all.
"Hey, isn't it luck to throw salt over your shoulder?" asked Charlie Green.
Inodded.
Over Charlie's shoulder went a3lbs canister of salt on the table, through
awindow and into the River Thames! Oh well, all on the bill.
Towards the end of the meal Bob told me how he writes those beautiful
lyrics to compositions like "Elusive Butterfly."
"I see things as pictures in the mind," he said. "I look for the things behind
the wall—concealed by darkness or hidden by sunlight. Iwant to show people
the hidden things. Colours are too obvious—the eye sees only half of what the
heart does. Itry to see with my heart."

• One reason for Ray Davies' recent
illness is that he is aguy who tries to
do too much in too little time. He talked
to me about his problem of being overworked at his East Finchley home where
the front door is orange, the room has
orange walls and carpet.
"My trouble is that I'm acomposer
trying to do my work in theatres, in
ballrooms, clubs anywhere Ican grab
a few moments." said Ray, "I've got
some great new ideas about FrenchSpanish influences that Iwant to experiment with but Ihaven't the time
to work them out.
"I'm working with Barry Fantoni,
the compere of 'Whole Scene Going'
on ajazz slanted LP bringing in whole
orchestras at points where needed. But
Ijust have no time to complete all
these things. I've been trying to do too
much recently and this was the cause
of my illness."
And with that Ray helped himself to
some fruit—an orange of course!
Here's hoping he's back and fit to do all
those things as soon as possible.
Bob Lind "pictures in the mind."
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up-to-the
minute Mod
decoration in
your room
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•Stevie Winwood gave me arun
down on the question he likes
least to answer—his kind of girl.
Stevie explained quite carefully
that he refused to designate atype
in case it spoilt his chances anywhere but Iinsisted on an answer.
What is his kind of girl? He pondered for afurther few minutes and
then Igot atwo word answer.
"Ursula Andress."
And the next question.
111 Nice to sec Paul Simon making an
impact here with Garfunkel and it would
be even nicer if the immigration officials
allow him back in the country. Having
worked for six months in obscurity over
here Paul is not legally allowed back for
another six.
Meanwhile from the U.S. he has been
quoted as saying he thinks the Bachelors,
version of "Sound Of Silence" is disgusting—I'll drink to that! But has he
heard the arrangement someone did for
Guy Darrell's "Somewhere They Won't
Find Me," and why, oh why, did the
Seekers do his composition "Some Day,
One Day" with what can only be described
as aTom Springfield arrangement? Hurry
back Paul and arrange your own songs—
there's wholesale massacre going on of
Simon's songs here.
For the way aPaul Simon song should
be arranged and sung get "The Paul
Simon Song Book" (CBS) which also
includes the best version of "Sound of
Silence."
* *** * * ***

When you decorate to our
latest teens and twenties
MOD DECORATION PLAN
S.1. For a fabulous Mod
Decoration,
which
saves
pounds on usual decoration
costs. It's the very latest,
really with it, modern and
bright decoration. Don't be
square, get with it, it's amust
for the mod young mood of
today.
For further details, send a
stamped addressed envelope
(quote enquiry M.D. PLAN
S.1), to:
The Modern Decoration
Plan Co.,
70 Waterloo Road,
Leeds 10.

'TREND SETH

In washable
denirn

wide

belt with BIG

Mick—don't throw things!

* ** * ** * * * * * * * * t * t * *

• The thought of one of our top pop stars like Mick Jagger or Scott
Engel being killed by an enthusiastic fan is a macabre if not morose
thought—but it could so easily happen if some girls and boys continue
with the stupid practice of hurling coins, souvenirs or other hard objects
on stage. Mick Jagger returned from his recent French tour with four
stitches inserted over his right eye where afan had hit him with the back
of achair broken off during the excitement and hurled on stage.
"It was just enthusiasm—they go a bit wild," said Mick. "It's stupid
behaviour but it's arisk we take. Idid the whole British tour over here
similiarly plastered up. The only thing Iwas concerned about was that
Chrissie shouldn't get some exaggerated newspaper report before I
got back to show there was no real damage."
Well that might be Mick's exceptionally broad-minded view on the
subject but if you go to a concert it's as well to remember the consequences of acoin thrown from the footlights or any kind of gift package.
Coming out of the lights the artist can only see the object at the last
moment and often has no time to avoid it. It might mean the loss of an
eye or serious injury for the star you are trying to show your admiration
for in the wrong way.
* * * * * * * * * * *** * * * * * t * * * t * * * t * *
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I've
stopped
singing
the
blues

RADIO 270

270
70
270

It's the che lannet
for all the pinging swops !

See how to rumba, jive
and cha cha cha
with this inexpensive book

Imean, it's the chest bannet
for all the grouper soups!
Imean, well O.K. so
Ican't get it right,
cos I'm too excited,

DI

but you can't
go wrong if you
tune in to the North's

2

newest, swingingest
switched-on' Commercial Channel
ON 270 METRES, MEDIUM WAVE

It's on now,
and it's on for seventeen
hours aday, seven days aweek,
bringing you all the latest pops
by all the famous groups, plus
features, competitions,
and something for all the family,
so tell the folks, too !

RADIO

Got it ?Good !And now get

GEORGE NEWNES LTD.,
TOWER HOUSE,
SOUTHAMPTON ST., WC2

remember RADI0270. See you !

*

Tampax gets many, many letters
reflecting the enthusiasm the younger
generation feels for this product. In
fact, lampas itself is young! (Still
under thirty!) It's made for the
young in fact and the young in spirit.
It lends itself to all kinds of activities
—it is never blatant or noticeable—it
makes you feel clean, fresh, secure,
poised --and millions love it!
Why not turn to lampas menstrual
tampons? Worn internally, it's the
modern way!
Your choice of two absorbencies
(Regular and Super) in standard 10's
and the Economs 40's at substantial
Wing.
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Bob and Margaret More
A practical and inexpensive dance tutor
giving expert advice on all aspects of Latin
American
dancing—including
rumba.
Cuban rumba. samba, cha cha cha, paso
doble. jive and party pieces—by means of
easy to follow photographs and instruc•
tional diagrams.
7; - 5". 144 pager Oyer 30
photograph, plus line drawing..

ONLY 6s. paperback.
From your Bookseller
or in case of difficulty by
post 6s. 6d. from:

swolched in to well,anyway,just

"Time-of-themonth" used to be
areal nuisance—with
all that paraphernalia
and everything. Glad I
switched to Tampax.
You know what? Besides
all the advantages they
talk about in the ads,
tfind I'm just plain
happier!

itt
LATIN AMERICAN
DANCING

Ienclose postal order for 40.. Please send
me your 8Iack-white OP art dress. Money
back guarantee d garment is returned
within 7days.
R. I.
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bracelet with safety catch.
As above but in GILT IOf .
FINISH.

frp

On this dainty design
ONLY ONE NAME.

PERSONAL

we

can

ADDRESS

HIP
SIZE

engrave

GIFTS

(DEPT. R), 86 MARINE ROAD.
MORECAMBE, LANCS.

NAME

USE BLOCK LETTERS

TREND SETTERS
OLYMPIA

WORMS.

(LEEDS)

ROL N*HAy

11:1,1 ,8 8. SOR KS

Roe,.

_J

MAY Dodo's Pop Diary

1

Donovan on 3-week tour
of Australia and Japan.
Big N.M.E. concert today
at Wembley. THErll all
be there! Last night of
Walkers 'Orbison tour —
Coventry.

‘n E. King here till 22nd.
Dylan at Belfast ABC.
Donovan
zo
today.
Moodies on it-day French
tOur With Johnny HollyFirst
night
of
seekers' tour—Huddersl
'ad ABC.

11

Dylan tour moves on to
_asks—Cardiff Capitol.

Peter and Gordon on 6week tour of U.S. New
Hollies LP. and Ryan
twins single due out soon.
Tomorrow last night 0t
Animals 3-week tour of
U.S.— Indianapolis State
Fair.

Cilla Black ends long run
at Savoy Hotel Restaurant.
Ricky West !Tremeloes)
23 today. Seekers' We at
Chesterfield ABC. Dave
Dee, etc. ..at La Locomotive Club, Paris.

Sounds Incorporated at
Garrick Club, Leigh, and
Towers Club, Warrington,
this week. Paul SamwellSmith 23 today. Seekers'
tour at Hull ABC.

+12

Eric Burdon 25 today. Les
Chadwick (Pacemakers) 23
today,

3

Freddie and the Dreamers
—1 week at Glasgow
Pavilion. Walkers now on
holiday. Spencer Davis
Group in Germany till 6th.

Dylan tour at the Birmingham Odeon.

El

e

Hollies back from the
States.
Pete
Birrell
(Dreamers) 25 today. John
Hawkcn (Teens) 26 today.

Dylan tour at Colston Hall,
Bristol, tonight.

13'1•01. +15

Seekers' tour st ill up
North — Wigan
ABC.
Bachelors setting off for
the U.S.A.

Cliff Richard has started
shooting on his new film.

Bob
Dylan at Sheffield
,
"atnnont tonight, and
at Manchester Free Trade
Hall tomorrow.

Bob Dylan tour opens in
Ireland at the Dublin
ABC.

9'1D

1

16

THE
LIFE OF
DA-YSIN
A POP LOVER

Dylan's tour at Liverpool
Odeon. Seeker' tour at
Chester
ABC.
Mindbenders at La Locomotive
Club, Paris. Lek Leckenby
(Hermits) 20 today.

Sounds Incorporated at
(ireaseborough Social Club
for tweek. Dylan's tour
at Leicester de Montfort.
Seekers at Cleethorpes
ABC.

19 20

Pete Townshend of the
Who 21 today. Dylan tour
at Glasgow Odeon. Spencer
Davis Group off to Germany for t-week.

Cher 20 today. Dylan at
Edinburgh ABC, Seekers
at Lincoln ABC.

21 22 23+24425'
at Nuneaton ABC

and
Dylan at Newcastle
Odeon.

Hilton Valentine of the
Animals 23 today. Happy
Birthday Hilton !Seekers'
tour at Northampton ABC.

26427

Dylan's big London con cert—Royal Albert Hall.
Art Sharp (Teens) 25 toolt, and
Ray Ennis
(S
8.1 5)24 today.

Rockin' Berries open up in
summer season at Blackpool North Pier. Seekers
at Cambridge Regal. Cilla' ,
birthday
today — 23 !
Kinks ' Dave Dee etc. at
Croydon Fairfield Hall.

Bob l)ylan celebrates his
25th birthday tomorrow in
this country.

2

Hollies away for 2 weeks to
Sweden and Denmark.
Tony Mansfield of the
Dakotas 23 today. Seekers
at Peterborough Embassy.

Derek Quinn of
Dreamers 24 today.

the

29

Sir Douglas Quintet here
till June 14th. Roy Crewsdon of the Dreamers 25
today. Seekers at Great
Yarmouth ABC.

Mindbenders set off for 3
days of dates in Munich,
Germany.

30

Seekers still at Great Yarmouth ABC today. Lenny
Davidson of the Dave
Clark 5-22 today.

31

Summer seasons next
month—where to see your
fave raves by the waves!

56

What's in ... what's happening ...what are the
new rave waves? This is
the page that tells you!
Tracy Major, a with-it girl
from the States, has
designed some super belts
for boutiques. Eight designs in metallic or matt
finishes on 3 leather belts,
Bullets, Big Flowers, Greak
Key, Fishscales (see sketches), Circles, Little FIONers, Stripe and Wavy Line.
They cost 47s. 6d. and car.

,QJ

be got from Countdown,
Kings Road, or Clobber,
Blackheath. Also at Paraphernalia in New York City
or by post from Tracy
Major, Hall Place, Lyndhurst
Terrace,
London,
N.W.3. They make a nice
change from hessian and in
a wide colour range will
brighten up any pair of hipsters or a mini skirt.
ahead of fashion, that's
KeeP
the motto of new boutique

a.4
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'If,

"Generation",
at
Tallyho
Comer, Finchley, N.I2. And
to make sure they do they have
a "fans' panel." The owner
admitted she didn't know
enough about young clothes
so she went out and got together five young go-getters
namely: Pauline Lines, 18;
Debbie Miller, 15; Jimmy
Athanassiou, 17; Terry Nash,
17; and Kathy Galvin who is
15 and formed them into a
panel to act as advisers and
buyers. The panel will be
changed every few months but
the first have already got together sume very now designs
—a great idea for a new
Generation!
'Latest way to wear jeans or
any trousers which haven't
got the low hipster look is to
wear atop (not skinny) outside
thetrousers, and at waist level,
wear abeaded or unusual belt.
But it must be narrow.
• A must under short skirts are
tights! Best are 30 denier in a
tan shade for the long, leggy
tan-look.

• Looking great with a tan,
real or false, are Levi denim
shirts, slightly faded. Wear
loose or with abelt.
• For a thirtyish look, but still
keeping your long hair, buy a
canvas hat shape sshich fits your
head snugly, and add a large
floppy rose. Looks great worn
with aplain coat. As most of the
frames are white, dye the shape
to match the rose, with cold
water dye. Can also look great
if rose or roses and hat shape
are in contrasting colours. Try
it'
• Buck-up an old coat for
Spring by buying lining in a
contrasting colour, e.g. Nary
coatimaure lining, Camel coat
orange or cerise lining. flare the
coat re-lined, and in the same
material hare a shirt made for
the complete look. Also, try and
get some material to match the
actual coat for ahipster skirt.
• Spruce up last year's vest
top for the Summer. Simply
add braiding around the neck
and sleeves. Looks great on
neutral colours, e.g. beige,
white. Keep the braiding simple.
•As shoes can look pretty
similar these days, one way
to be different is colourwise. With Shoe-Dye, colour them mauve, pink,
crimson, orange or even
multi-coloured!!
• Another rave idea for
short, short skirts are men's
vests! The old-fashioned
type with short sleeves.
They hang well when worn
over a taffeta slip and can
be dyed in fantastic, wayout colours!

NEW HAUNT FOR THE 'IN' CROWD
a.

• Now that skirts are getting
even shorter agreat idea for a
dress is a man's shirt! Completely remove sleeves, or
sew back after altering the
shoulder width and
hey!
presto—one mini skirt!

• Yet another new discotheque has opened up in the
heart of London. Called The Drum, you find it at 70 New
Bond Street. The different thing, or gimmick, about this
club is that it has three professional dancing girls, doing
the Shake etc. on coloured drums. All of the beat music
iS' on disc. The dance floor is good, and the club is very
nicely decorated. The hours are from 9 p.m.-4 a.m.
First drink, plus entrance fee is £1, and after that drinks
are 10s. Should prove to be a popular haunt of the pop
star 'In' crowd.

the Be-British
Following
campaigns here's the
latest—'Join the Tea Set'
helped along by those ads
from Paul Jones, Manfred
Mann, the Ivy League and
Unit 4Plus 2. Join them in
your own 'Join the Tea
Set' Tea shirt (see our
sketch) which is offered for
5s post free. The off erope ns
on May 1st, 1966 andclos es
at the end of September
and for 5s including postage and packing you will
receive your Tea-shirt plus
two transfers with same
motif as the shirts to use on
hats, other sweaters etc.
The address to send to is:
Habenware Ltd., Hanover
Mills, Guide Bridge, Ashton-under-Lyne,
Lancashire.
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AC [1
BRUNETTES

Choose ashampoo made
specially for you

,
••••

1
Eyes right for the casual
combat jacket that wow's
the girls. Box-pleated back
hip-fitting. Showerproof,
windproof with snug quilted lining. Big, rugged zipper. A sensation at
59, 11
sizes: 34'- 42"
•P P 3 6

The Parka with all the plus's. Fab
fur-trimmed
hood.
Detachable
quilted lining and inner sleeves
with elasticated cuffs. Heavy-duty
rustproof zipper. Draw-cords at
waist and hood.It's a mod-must.

P/P 4/sizes: Small, Medium and Large.

Choose—and be astonished! when you discover
the one shampoo meant truly for you. For every
shade of darker hair, the one and only shampoo is Brunitex. For every fairer shade, the one
and only is Sta -Blond. So choose. And be
astonished—tonight!

Steblond for blondes
Sta -Blond is the special shampoo formula which restores rich
golden tones to all shades of fair hair. Prevents hair from darkening!

On the beach scene. Bluebeat denim buttondovvn
with white-stitch edging.
Chest pocket. Long slim
sleeves.
Pre-shrunk.
A
Carnaby House Special at
the unbelievable price of

Heavy duty suede for the man on
the move. Welded composition
non-slip sole. Fleece-lined and
leather edged. Real footwarmers
for year-thru • wear. You
can't
afford to miss this world- b

Brunitex for brunettes

sizes:

6- 11

3716

just 14/U
sizes:

P/P 2/6

14i - 16i

+P/P2/6

Brunitex is the special shampoo formula which deepens richness
of tone, brings out the full colour of all shades of darker hair.

Money back guarantee on all goods if returned within10days.
Please send me. immediately, the Carnaby House Specials ticked
below, noting size requirements
Scooterave size
Beach-boy denim size ...

Combateer size
.

Scoota-suedes size

If more than one of any item is required, please state quantity

Name

Address

l

Ienclose cheque M.O. •
P.O. for f

s

d

To: Carnahy House,24 Carnaby Street, London, W.1
11.1

At BOOTS, WOOLWORTHS and CHEMISTS everywhere

NMI IM

MI

BIM

NOW AMERICA HAS
ITS OWN BEATLES! ,
do any good, they don't believe us!"
For they dress as like the Beatles as
possible, and the effect is quite convincing to fans who haven't had a
really good close-up of the real
Beatles. Each 'decoy' even plays the
same instrument as the Beetle he

recalls, "When the Beatles hit big
here, Iwas mobbed many times. It
was very amusing but at times,
alarming. After one show with the
Crickets, Ihad to run 300 yards for my
life, with the police trying to keep up,
when a mob of thousands tried to

/ We're sure most of you eve h atd
of the Beetle Bobbies, the American
vigilante fan club, organised to protect the Beatles from their fans. Well,
the Beetle Protection Society has
been taken one step further. Now
there's a group of four boys from
Baltimore, who unofficially under-

an e
Ron, the leader, says they love
decoying for the Beatles. "Very
steady work, after all. The Beatles
will go on for ever!"
BEATLE DECOYS FAN CLUB,
1022 Green Acre Road, Baltimore,
MD., 21208, U.S.A.

ea es r
eairsvrnw
much good luck and fortune (along
with a few ripped suits11) they've
given to these boys, just because
they happen to look like THEM.
KEITH ALLISON FAN CLUB,
Box 2829, Hollywood 28,
California, U.S.A.

munteritai

Lrii

You'd never think there could
ever be another group like our
Beatles. But now there is.
America has Beatles of its very
own! And this is what RAVE'S
Maureen O'Grady found out....

/1/1111

uuring ricizaluuus

WM:MI

The Beatle Decoys, as they are
known, had their first taste of 'decoying' on the Beatles' last U.S. tour.
Ron Rictor, posing as Ringo, and Bill
Davis as Paul, walked out the front of
the Baltimore theatre where the
Beatles had just appeared—and had
tneir jackets and shirts torn to bits
while the Beatles made asafe exit out
p111111111111111111111
11
w
n
Rori and Bill waved out of
windows and ran down alleys to get
the fans away from the motel, while
he Beatles slipped out for some
resh air.
At that time there were only two

*

more o .a e e pace o o n an
George. They found Tim Rogers for
John, and Ed Rogers for George.
When the Decoys are caught by
fans, they admit they're not the
real thing. But says Ron, "It doesn't

la44_

4.e• ws. nona.41..

IUT
isn't bad, especially when it's just
because you look like Beatle Paul
McCartney! And the young man who
gets all this attention is Keith Allison.
As you can see, he's a real ringer
for Paul McCartney! For Keith, who
previously had been playing with
The Crickets, it all happened when
he wandered into the Whisky A'
teo (lo Uluint1otlywOOQ looKing
for afriend. The same evening aTV.
show was being televised in the club,
and Keith was asked to sit in—just on
his appearance. Weeks later the show
was screened. In poured the letters.
Keith's face had definitely been
noticed. "Was that Paul?" and, "If it
ow it•"
w's
no ce a
ir
come was that Keith was signed to
the show, "Where The Action Is"
for twelve months!
It's certainly not the first time Keith
had been mistaken for Paul. He

Beatle 'double'—Keith Allison
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who sends the set

who lovesDebrette

Once there was agirl
who could have been
told about NuDerm
and it would have
saved her from
getting neurotic
about her
complexion.
Fortunately for her
she didn't hear them
call her grotty-spotty,
but behind her back
they did just that.
We are trying to
trace that girl.
Is she you?
This is NuDerm

Clear Cleansing Medicated Gel for Acne and Pimples

o
CID

Everybody's going for this dreamy pearl linked golden chain
necklace and bracelet set—value 19/1 I
—yours for only
9/6 when you buy Debrette—bra loveliness that costs you less.
Each Debrette pack gives you full details of how to get
your necklace and bracelet— complete with your own free
Birthcione.

Don't miss out on this absolutely super
offer—get Debrette today—
at favourite shops everywhere.
foundation garments

It costs only 3'6
From all branches of
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This is the page that you write! Anything you want to say, fans? Then write to us at RAVE, Tower House,
Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.
a foreign student, I'm
Asabsolutely
stunned by the

way you are writing about your
"gorgeous - looking"
pop
singers.
Ienjoy their music, but not
their looks. No doubt I'll
sound old-fashioned to you,
but I think that these longhaired prehistoric-looking boys
don't look like men at all.
Icould say many more unpleasant things about these
boys, but I don't want to
offend you too much.—I. M.
van Dieren, Reynolds Close,
London, N.W.I1.

I was very glad to see last
month's article on Crispian
St. Peters. I think he is the
most big-headed "thing" since
Cassius Clay. If he is that bad
that he has to say how good
he thinks HE is, instead of
letting everyone else form their
own opinions—he needs shooting!
Ialso think he has avoice
like afog horn. But the worst
of all his faults is that he
breathes.—An Anti-Crispian St.
Peters Fan, Robertson Street,
Radcliffe.

A

Linda Terry, 5133. Federal
E., Seattle, Washington,
98102, U.S.A. Age 16: Loves
the Stones and Yardbirds.
Wants long haired mod boy
pen pal.
Dianna Clemmons, 1014
Sea Lane, Harbour View
Hills, Corona Del Mar,
California 92625, U.S.A. Age
16: Interested in Beatles,
Stones,
Byrds,
Marianne,
Sonny &Cher. Likes dancing,
surfing. Wants pen pals from
London, Manchester, Liverpool, Birmingham.
Patricia Khoo, 27 Jalan
8/18, Petaling Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia. Age 16: Likes
Herman, Stones, Beatles,
Marianne, Cliff.

Hold on, Janice. England's
not that small!
Ally boyfriend Vic, looks just
In like P. J. Proby. This Idon't
mind, but lately he's been taking advantage of it. He's grown
his hair and wears it in abow
like P.J., and has also started
dressing like him, in skin-tight
trousers and baggy towelling
shirts and buckled shoes. Ilove
him, but it embarrasses me to
walk down the street with him
dressed like this. All the older
people stare and laugh at him
and the girls scream and mob
him !Should Ifinish with him,
or is there an alternative?
Please Help !— Bev, Melton
Mow bray, Leics.

tmy sister's college, about
a year ago, students participated in getting adate for
a coming dance with a boy's
college—computer style. Some
interesting dates resulted. My
sister ended up with more nuts
than she could handle. A friend
of hers ended up with my
sister's boyfriend. One guy
ended up with his sister. However, the computer didn't
goof entirely. One girl ended
up with along lost boy friend,
whom she'd been trying to
contact for some time !—Jane
Smith, 20 West 80th Street,
New York City.

PEN PALS

I've been wondering for along
time now, whether living in
England is as glamorous as it
seems. Imean, Ipicture England's streets with all famous
groups such as The Beatles,
Herman, Kinks, walking about
them and you can walk right
up and start talking. Is this
true, or do they hide themselves away when they arc in
England as they do when they
are in the States?—Janice Rich,
Elmwood Park, Illinois, U.S.A.

Dade Krohn, 2Hamburg-61
Frobmestr. 65, Germany.
Age 16: Wants long haired
boy pen pal from Liverpool or
London. Crazy about the
Stones,
Beatles,
Pretty
Things, Donovan, Kinks, Londoners. Sings in agroup.
Chris J. Veerman, Yersekestraat 134, Rotterdam 23,
Holland. Age 17: Wants to
write to a girl of own age in
England or America. Avid
fan of P. J. Proby.
Tim Clarke, Stanbridge
Earls, Ramsey, Hampshire.
Age 18: Wants girl pen pals
anywhere. Lead singer in
school group, and likes Animals, Stones, Spencer Davis.
Alain Ottavi, 41 Rue de
Neuilly, Noisy -le -Sec
(Seine), France. Age 17:
Wants British pen pals, to
write to about pop music, exchanging pics and records.
Likes Pretty Things, Stones,
Dylan.

Dave A. Lee, L/075282,Naval
Air Mechanic (Ordnance)
Exmouth, 74 Mess, H.M.S.
Drake, Plymouth, Devon.
Age 17: Wants foreign and
English pen pals. Likes the
Stones, Kinks and The Who.
Alec Szollos, Budapest,
XIII, Jozsef A. Ter 2/13,
Hungary. Age 16: Wants
English girl pen pal. Likes
Beatles,
Stones,
Hollies,
Sonny & Cher and Yardbirds.
Collects postcards, records.
Philippe-Andre Dachy, 8
Avenue de la Chevauchee,
Bruxelles 14, Belgium. Age
181: Wants English mod girl
pen pal, especially London
and Cornwall. Likes Beatles,
Kinks, Yardbirds, Dylan.
Dakulaye Imabibo, Niger
Grammar School, Umuola,
P.O. Box 420, Port Harcourt, Nigeria. Age 17:
Wants girl pen pals from
everywhere. Likes everything.

An Open Letter
To Scott Engel

have watched and enjoyed
Iyour
television perform-

ances, but was shattered to
read in RAVE your negative
approach to life. Since you
choose to talk about yourself
that way, may I be permitted to ask a few questions: Why don't you paint?
Are
you
your
brothers'
keeper? Why do you want to
be more than you are?
Picasso has given of his best
but now he's old, having lived
to the full what he was. The
same could be said of Sartre.
If you want aphilosophy, what
better than Zen :"Nothing is
either good or bad but thinking makes it so". Next time
you look in the mirror, don't
think.
Your reply to these pertinent
questions will be the measure
of your courtesy of heart.—
Sue Canely, I St. Lawrence
Drive, Cringleford, Norwich.
I have come to the conclusion
that English UNCLE fans
arc MORONS! Not being
satisfied with seeing Scottishborn David McCallum, they
had to tear him apart! Ipersonally wouldn't blame David
if he never carne back to
Britain for fear of being killed
by fans who are supposed to
love him.
If David ever comes home
to Scotland, I'm pretty sure
he wouldn't be torn apart by
Scots, but if the same happened
as in England, I'd emigrate. If
David happens to read this,
please note David, that some
of us love you enough not to
half kill you.—Sheelagh McGillivray, Lanarkshire, Scotland. • • •

• • • • Please could you give me
the line-up of the Alan Price
Set, as Ithink this group is
marvellous! "I Put A Spell On
You" is afabulous disc!—Lee
Kenborough, Manchester.
Alan, who left the Animals
a year ago is on organ and
vocals, Roy Mills on drums,
Boots Slade on bass guitar,
Steve Gregory on tenor sax
and flute, John Walters on
trumpet, and Clive Burrows
on sax.
al Could you please tell me if
Brian Jones' girlfriend Anita
PaIlenberg is Swedish or
English? — Kerstin Nordlung,
Henrik
Gjutares,
Sweden.
Anita is German.
• Could you tell me which
other pop star, apart from John
Lennon, has a birthday on
October
9th? — Wendy
Neuve, Boston, Lincs.
John Entwhistle of the Who,
born 1945.
• Do Ishare my birthday of

the fan club address of Sonn
it Cher?—Martin Meatori
Morecambe, Lancs.
C/o Shirley & Jane, 643
Sipson Road, West Drayton,
Middx.
• Could you tell me when
Gary Leeds' birthday is. Some
say September 3rd, some say
March 3rd.—J. Bluiss, Oadby, Leicester.
Gary's birthday is, in fact,
March 9th, 1944.
Sonny and Cher. Fan club address wanted.
August 14th with any pop
stars.? — Tom Picker, London, N.1.
Dave Crosby of the Byrds
(born 1941), and Lionel Morton 4Pennies (born 1942).
• Please could you give me
some info on Len Barry. His
show with Gene Pitney was
sensational! — Gloria Napper, Upton, Berks.
Len was born in West
Philadelphia, on December
6th, 1942. Played drums with

• Imet a boy called Frank Massey on
holiday at Rhyl but unfortunately lost his
address. Last seen with his friend,
drummer with the Sidewalkers. Lives in
Manchester, and goes to the Twisted
Wheel most Saturdays. Please help me
find him.—Cindy Hines, Bartley Green,
Birmingham 32.
• Ilost my girlfriend two years ago, and
now I'm trying to get in touch with her
again. Her name is Fiona Spiers, and she
is probably at boarding school in Wales.
Please help me find her.—Thomas Bock,
Philosophenweg 49, Germany.
• We are two Swedish girls. Last summer
when in New York, we met this fab boy
called Bert. He was quite short, a bit fat
with ared crewcut. His friends called him
Fatty! Please ask him to write to:—Nicki
and Madeleine Hatz, Stockholm 0,
Sweden.
• We would like to contact aboy we saw
in an Exeter store record department, on
22nd January this year. He wore an
army surplus jacket with gold chains on
the back and names such as Sheila and
Mary written on the back. Please write
to Suzanne and Penny, c/o RAVE.
II On December 1st, when the Stones
appeared in Vancouver, at the Agrodome,
Isaw a certain boy for the second time.
He has long hair, wore abrown corduroy
jacket and dark polo sweater—he also re-

several
groups
while
at
school. Joined The Dovells
when he was 17, and turned
professional with them when
he left school. Their first hit
was "Bristol Stomp". This
group sold over four million
records in four years. Len
left the group in 1963 to go on
to producing records and
writing songs. "1-2-3" was
written last summer, and Len
decided to record it.
• Please could you give me

JOYS
AND GIRLS
LOST AND FOUND

We help you find people you've
lost. All replies do RAVE, Lost and
Found, Tower House, Southampton Street, Lonaon, W.C.2.
sembles George Harrison. My friend and
Iare the girls he waved at.
Here's another clue—I had long hair,
my friend's was short, and he had his
arms round her neck, when he was trying
to get to the front of the barriers. Please
try and contact him! I would .gratefully
appreciate it if you could. — Helen
Dodge, West Vancouver, Canada.
• Can anyone please put me in touch with
Dave Kaye? He is the lead singer with a

• Please could you tell me, do
Ishare my birthday, April 2nd,
with any pop star ?—Veronica
Nuttall, Sidmouth, Devon.
You share your birthday
with Glen Dale of the Fortunes.
• Please could you let me have
the fan club address of the
Walker Brothers.—Pat Doore,
South Wigston, Nr.
Leicester.
The Official Walker Brothers
Fan Club, 185 Bickenhall
Mansions, Bickenhall Street,
London, W.1.

fab group called, The Dykons. They used
to play a lot at my favourite haunt, The
Kirby Lane Dance Hall. I'm absolutely
crazy about him. — Carol Starbuck,
Melton Mowbray, Leics.
• Has anyone seen a boy called Paul
around? His surname is Bernath, and was
last seen in Melbourne in last September
with the P. J. Proby tour. If still interested
tell him to write to: Eleanor James, East
Bentleigh, Melbourne, Australia.
II Can anybody help me find John Cristers
If anybody knows him, please tell him
Angela doesn't want her £1 back, she
just wants to see him again, Her address
is still the same.—Angela Fiorille,
Wilstead, Bedford.
• Does anyone know the name of the
gorgeous boy who works in the Florida
Room by the Brighton Aquarium? He has
dark curly hatr and blue eyes. He usually
wears a blue cardigan and is quite tall.
Message: Tich misses you and wants a
letter.—Lindy
Poltock,
Charters
Towers, Bexhill-on-Sea, Sussex.
• We would like to get in touch with two
boys we met at the Marquee Club on
12th February. They are both about 16,
tall and dark. We think their names are
David Curtis and Eliot Kingsley. Please
write to two Camden girls.—Frances
Crook, Highgate. Elaine Williams,
Hampstead.
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Sere is the coupon...
TO BE DULL OR LOOK DIFFERENT?
THAT STHE QUESTION!
Anatty denim shift with braid trim
and matching op stripes ready to sew

Is

CU -f
-OUI
FROM ONLY

This real rave number has the latest nautical look and is
just
the gea rfor holidays.
Fully-washable
and crease-shedding too —just the

dress

for sun-happy trendsetters!
Here's your denim colour choice: Blue (illustrated), Pink
an d Grey.

Hurry and get yo ur gay denim dress! It comes complete
with braid, buttons, long back zip AND YOU CAN RUN
IT UP IN AN EVENING!
Rea dy steady — se w easy

with the

Step-by-step, fully-

illustrated sewing instructions.
Postage and packing are FREE.
Don't get left behind in the rush—fill in your coupon
NOW and post TODAY!
JANE OFFER. Simply f
ill inthe coupon in BLOCK CAPITALS
and send acrossed postal order or cheque — made payable to Elizabeth Barry Boutique to: E.B.B. JANE Offer,
30 Hanway Street, Oxford Street, London, W.1. Please
write your name and address on the back of all cheques.
Closing date —June 30th. 1966. So hurry and be sure of
your first colour choice. Offer only available in U.K.
SIZES MID PRICES
JANE
Illustrated
BLUE

Allowance for hem srslut

•'onerous 1-seern allowance.

MEANS CUT-OUT COUTURE

Backstage ... the corridors are empty and quiet; no
happy Trans-atlantic voice bubbling out of the No. 1
dressing -room. Microphones gone, the stage is
deserted and bare. The winding, narrow stairs no
longer ring out with footsteps or sounds of happy
voices. The sound of screams running through the
rows of seats are silent, gone when the velvet curtains
closed for the last time. Gene Pitney only visits us
about three times ayear, and when he has gone, his
memory lingers on. How clearly his fans will remember
the way he thanked them so sincerely on stage for all
their birthday cards and presents, now back home with
him in America. For Gene Pitney fans summer will
drag until Autumn is with us, and another Gene Pitney
tour hits the road. So that then, backstage, things can
be the same once more ...

who in the
world's
making eyes
lethal?

look! So many fascinating beauty
aids you can try. Created.
by Max Factor, in such subtle,
flattering shades. See them
all soon. Choose with your eyes tn
mind. Experimentl let one
lovely thing lead to another.

MAX
FACTOR

isdeliberately!
Yes! Max Factor wants to make eyes
lethal! Why not? When lovely eyes
are agirl's most powerful weapon.
here are all the fascinating beauty
aids you need. Max Factor makes them

CAKE MASCARA 2/9
EYE PENCIL 3/3
BRUSH TIP MASCARA WAND 6/9
FLUID EYE LINER 6/9
CAKE EYE LINER 4/6
EYE MAKE-UP REMOVER PADS 4/9
EYE SHADOW 3/6
EYE SHADOW STICK 7/3

so delightfully easy to use.
So, experiment! Let one thing
lead to another. Discover all the
wonderful things you can do to make
your eyes lethal... deliberately!
• 111.
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"It's for two," said Pete stuffing the ticket into my top
pocket, "so you might as well
have it. I've got another."
"Yes—but fancy dress! Who
needs it? Besides Icouldn't
drag Joan to a fancy dress
ball—not since she went to
one as Jayne Mansfield and
won first prize as Jimmy
Savile."
"But listen," said Pete, "if
you win the fancy dress
parade, the first prize is atrip
round the Brands Hatch circuit in a Formula One car.
And besides, Sophie's going
"That's not the .. Who?
Not that bird who works in
your art department?"
"The same . ."
"Wow!"
"Well, naturally, as Joan
gets so brought down by
fancy dress affairs Idecided
to do the right thing and not
say a word. Even though the
dance was being held in a
club that was so "in" it was
deeply embedded, I knew
Joan wouldn't thank me for
taking her—assuming Icould
get her as far as the door.
But if Sophie was going ...
that would be different. She
was akooky little number that
even Einstein never thought
of. Blonde, petite, with wide
blue eyes that looked too
innocent to be true (and
probably were, Itold myself
with a mental licking of lips).
Inearly fractured a finger
dialling the number of her
office.
"Sophie?"
"Yes?"
"This is Lloyd Alexander. I
met you once at an office
party and fell instantly in love.
But you spurned me for a
copy-writer with an Aston
Martin. Ijumped off the parapet of Waterloo Bridge of
course, but because of my
confused sense of direction I
landed on the road side instead of in the drink. So now
Ican take you to the fancy
dress dance tonight."
The laughter at the other
end of the phone was asilver
cascade that sent shivers
down my spine. But the next
bit was a cold water shower.
"I'm going," she purred.
"But with Basil Strong—and
Ireally don't remember you."
Squelch! Just asmall point
that Pete had overlooked in
his carefree way. Sophie already had an escort—although
that's rather a flattering description of Basil Strong. Ihad
an instant mental picture of
him. Strong by name, weak by
nature. Creases in his trousers
you could shave with, a high-

This isn't Alfie, this is

a young man with
women in mind
pitched voice that sounded
like chamois leather on wet
windows.
"Too bad," Isaid. "I guess
it's back to Waterloo Bridge

and then he looked deeply
thoughtful. Ileft him hatching
his plot.
Iphoned Sophie just before
she left the office.
"My sense of direction
again," Isaid. "I decided to
go to the dance after all—just
so Ican gaze on you from afar
and think of what might have
been. What are you going as—
Venus, of course."
"How did you know?" she
laughed. (Oh, those shivers!)
"The only possible choice,"
Icrooned. "And Basil?"
She giggled deliciously.
"As Satan!"
Of course, Idoubled up. I
could hardly speak. Basil as
Satan! That was about as
probable as casting Mick
Jagger as Noddy. I just
couldn't see the connection
between Satan and Venus—
unless it was that one was
harmful and the other 'armless.
Anyway, it left the field wide
open for me. As Adonis, of
course ...with my plastic
laurel leaves, sandals and
Carnaby Street shetland wool
toga. Venus and Adonis!
Brands Hatch, here we come

"And this time," she said
gaily, "look out for pedest•
rians when you jump."
Iput down the phone dejectedly, lit a cigarette, narrowed my eyes Mitchum-wise
and told myself something
would have to be done about
Basil. There was, after all,
only afaint hope that he might
seriously cut himself putting
on his trousers...
Alan was the answer. A bit
devious Alan, he could fix
anything. He'd even talked his
way out of trouble the time he
dated two different birds for
the same night. And it did
help that he worked In the
same building as Basil.
"I happen to know," said
Alan, as he drained the third
scotch I'd bought him and
called for another, "that Basil
is meeting his bird at the
dance tonight. Who is she,
anyway?"
"The delightfullest dolly
you have ever clapped your
leering, bloodshot eyes on,
my friend," Isaid. "Now, supAlan did his stuff all right.
posing a funny thing hapNo sign of razor-trousers
pened to squeaky-voice on
when I got to the club. I
the way home from the office
learned later that Alan had
tonight?"
invited him out to celebrate
"Such as?"
someone's birthday at the
"That Ileave to your fertile
office and he had finished
and despicable imagination—
under the table a few laced
but it's worth the loan of my
drinks later. Good old Alan!
M.G. for the weekend."
A quick check in the cloakThat did it. Alan, a long-7
foOrn mirror—and Imust adfrustrated Jim Clark, raised
it Ilooked aprety switchedhis eyebrows, his eyes Iit, it-7k:- • Adonis.
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I found Pete, wearing a
doctor's outfit complete with
stethoscope and little black
bag, and asked him, "Where's
Sophie?"
He gestured with his stethoscope.
"That's Sophie?" Iasked
hoarsely.
Well, you should have seen
it—a great five-foot diameter
sphere covered with lumpy
brown plasticine. And somewhere inside, according to
Pete, was the girl of my
dreams.
I sauntered
over
and
knocked on the casing.
Out came a mousy brown
mop of hair, followed by aface
which only a mother could
love.
"Hello," it grinned. "I'm
Venus the planet."
"Sophie ...?" Iasked with
a sickly smile. "But you're
not .. ."
"I forgot to mention," said
Pete behind me in his suave
Dr. Kildare voice, "there are
two Sophies in our art department. The other one is that
blonde over there with the
Aston Martin type."
Then it sank in. Venus and
Saturn—not Satan. Planets,
yet.
Here was I, ahighly decorative Adonis, and not an unattached goddess in sight.
Lumbered for the evening
with a plasticine planet.
Worse was to come. In
came a beautiful girl wearing
all pop art and Union Jack
gear and carrying a guitar. It
was Joan—Joan in fancy
dress!!
"You," Igroaned.
She smiled sweetly. "Meet
the Who all rolled into one,"
she said, playfully beating me
over the head with her guitar
in an authentic impersonation.
"You see," said Pete cheerfully, "as you weren't going to
ask Joan, Ithought she might
come with me. I'm a doctor,
she's the Who—Doctor Who,
get it?"
Igot it all right. And so did
they. First prize, Imean, and
acrazy trip round the Brands
Hatch circuit.
Icouldn't even console myself with aburn-up in the M.G.
the next day. Alan had it for
the weekend. And you'll never
guess the bird he took with
him—dreamy, cuddly, blueeyed Sophie who, it seems,
had suddenly gone off Aston
Martins.
Honest, you just can't win.
I'd have gone straight to
Waterloo Bridge ... only Alan
had my car, and Iwasn't going
to walk.
See ya!
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Breakaway GIRLS

DRINK CHAMPAGNE-OUT OF POTS, THEY'RE SEEN IN

SWIMSUITS - AT ALL THE TOP SPOTS.

Breakaway GIRLS

Breakaway GIRLS HATE THE

NEVER HUNT WITH THE PACK,

BEATEN TRACK

A Breakaway girl won't be kept waiting—even by trains. If necessary she'll take her
own line in a Nelbarden swimsuit in Bri-Nylon that's right on the fashion rails—and
stays that way. Rest assured it will get all the right whistles. Nelbarden swimsuit in
Bri-Nylon. In 7colours. Price 89,11. Enquiries: The Nelbarden Manufacturing Co. Ltd.,
Morny House, 201 Regent St., W.1.
BRIWYLON means nylon yarn or hbre wh.ch has been produced by ICI fbres Lunde and has bean used to their bola MCI on for I01) ,•••d inert Candis..
*Bra a awestere trade mari of ICI, and a not au! horsed for use tact:al an Mal manner.

WOW! a5-second beauty treatment-that's progress!

In the HI-FIVE
Golden Compact

n

IJ'

Gehl n
Sim Blue Case 513
Five flattering skin tones

What next? Max Factor has made make-up a beauty treatment!

for a real beauty treatment. Moisturising Cream!

Freshener!

ever

Foundation! All blended with the finest, finest powder. Just think!

happened for gorgeous girls in a hurry. Pots on in seconds. But,

You spare five seconds to make up with Hi-Five and WOW! You

unlike any other make-up, Hi-Five contains everything you need

get abeauty treatment as well! That's progress!

That's progressl That's Hi-Five! The most

wonderful thing that

Hi-Five by Max Factor
GUARANTEE
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